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RECORD OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BROOKLINE SCHOOL
COMMITTEE ON THURSDAY, MAY 13, 2021 AT 6:00 PM (REMOTE VIA
ZOOM). STATUTORY NOTICE OF THIS MEETING WAS FILED WITH THE
TOWN CLERK.
School Committee Members Present: Suzanne Federspiel (Chair), David Pearlman (Vice
Chair), Helen Charlupski, Susan Wolf Ditkoff, Steven Ehrenberg, Andreas Liu, Jennifer
Monopoli, and Mariah Nobrega. School Committee members absent: Dimitry Anselme.
Also present: James Marini, Mary Ellen Normen, Casey Ngo-Miller, Claire Gallion, and
Robin Coyne.
Others present: Senior Director of Data and Strategy Erin Cooley; Senior Director of
Curriculum and Instruction Michelle Herman; Director of Operations Matt Gillis;
Executive Director of the Brookline Education Foundation Elizabeth Ascoli, Driscoll
Teacher Francesca Stark, and Brookline High School (BHS) Teacher and International
Student Advisor Betsy Davis; Sam Lasky and Andrew Jonic (William Rawn Associates);
Andy Felix (Hill International, Inc.); Building Project Managers Ray Masak and Tony
Guigli; BHS Head of School Anthony Meyer, BHS Assistant Head of School Hal Mason,
BHS Science Curriculum Coordinator Ed Wiser, and BHS Career and Technology
Education Curriculum Coordinator Britt Stevens; and BHS Building Advisory
Committee Co-Chair George Cole.
Dr. Marini called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM.
1.

REORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
a. Certification of Oath of Office
Dr. Marini took the gavel and called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM. He read the
letters from the Assistant Town Clerk certifying that David A. Pearlman, Jennifer
Monopoli, and Dimitry Anselme were elected for three-year terms and that Steven
Ehrenberg was elected for a one-year term, and that they took their oaths, as described in
Attachment A. He extended congratulations to each of them.
b. Nomination/Vote by Roll Call for Chair
Dr. Marini explained that the Chair and Vice Chair of the School Committee are to be
elected for a one-year term by a majority of those members present, and that unless a vote is
taken to the contrary, no member may serve as Chair for more than two consecutive one-year
terms. He asked if there were any nominations for School Committee Chair. Ms. Monopoli
nominated Ms. Federspiel, and this was seconded by Ms. Nobrega.
Dr. Marini asked if there were any additional nominations; hearing none, he asked for a
vote to close the nominations.
ACTION 20-39
On a motion of Ms. Monopoli and seconded by Ms. Nobrega, the School Committee
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to close the nominations for School
Committee Chair.
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Dr. Marini then asked Ms. Coyne to poll the Committee for their vote of Chair.
ACTION 20-40
On a motion of Ms. Monopoli and seconded by Ms. Nobrega, the School
Committee VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to appoint Ms. Federspiel as
Chair of the Brookline School Committee.
c. Nomination/Vote by Roll Call for Vice Chair
Dr. Marini asked if there were any nominations for School Committee Vice Chair.
Ms. Monopoli nominated Mr. Pearlman and this was seconded by Dr. Liu. Dr. Marini
asked if there were any additional nominations; hearing none, he asked for a vote to close
the nominations.
ACTION 20-41
On a motion of Ms. Monopoli and seconded by Dr. Liu, the School Committee VOTED
UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to close the nominations for School Committee Vice
Chair.
Dr. Marini then asked Ms. Coyne to poll the Committee for their vote of Vice Chair.
ACTION 20-42
On a motion of Ms. Monopoli and seconded by Dr. Liu, the School Committee
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to appoint Mr. Pearlman as Vice Chair
of the Brookline School Committee.
d. Vote to Reappoint Secretary
Ms. Charlupski nominated Ms. Coyne to continue as Secretary of the Brookline School
Committee and Mr. Pearlman seconded the motion.
ACTION 20-43
On a motion of Ms. Charlupski and seconded by Mr. Pearlman, the School Committee
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to appoint Ms. Coyne to continue as Secretary
of the Brookline School Committee.
2.

STAFF RECOGNITIONS
a. Caverly Award Winners
Dr. Marini welcomed Executive Director of the Brookline Education Foundation
(BEF) Elizabeth Ascoli to introduce the 2021 Caverly Award Winners: Francesca Stark
(5th grade teacher at Driscoll School) and Betsy Davis (French teacher and International
Student Advisor at BHS). Ms. Ascoli made the following remarks:
Francesca Stark has been teaching at the Driscoll School for 25 years. She is the kind of
teacher that students remember their whole lives as someone who makes learning come
alive. Francesca was a student at Driscoll herself, and had a fourth-grade teacher who
scared everyone, including her. It was then that she decided that she would become a
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fourth-grade teacher, but be the kind of teacher she would have wanted to have. When
the principal of Driscoll at the time heard that story, she hired her on the spot. As a (now
fifth-grade) teacher, Francesca year after year successfully creates a strong and
dedicated community of learners, who come to love learning for the sake of learning and
are able to run the classroom themselves, even when she is not there. Her students know
that they have a strong advocate in Ms. Stark, who will work tirelessly to help them
persevere and hold themselves to a high standard, and parents know that she cares for
their children as much as they do. An activist at heart, Francesca teaches her students to
be activists as well, with assignments to write to legislators about issues that concern
them. She also leads an after-school group focused on preserving the environment, open
to Driscoll students in grades 5-8. As a leader, Francesca has mentored numerous
student teachers and teaches education at Brandeis University. Francesca Stark
embodies the best of Brookline teaching—dedicated, hard-working, creative,
encouraging, bringing out the best in her students and colleagues, and never forgetting to
have fun.
Elizabeth (Betsy) Davis has been teaching at Brookline High School for 35 years.
Madame Davis is known as much for her kindness and warmth as she is for her high
standards and ability to get the most out of her students, often without them noticing how
hard they are working. Betsy cares deeply about all of her students, and creates a sense
of caring and community in her class, which allows students to take risks and learn more,
and feel comfortable doing it. Her commitment to teaching and her students is evidenced
by the fact that her students will come to class early, stay late, and speak French with one
another even when class is not in session. In addition to teaching French, Betsy is the
International Student Advisor, and is often the first person new international students
meet when they come to Brookline High School. In this role, Betsy is known to be equally
kind and caring, generous of her time and knowledge, and willing to help all students
who need it. As a former English Learner teacher, a French teacher, the International
Student Advisor, and the point person for exchange programs at Brookline High School,
all of her colleagues point to the many hats Betsy effortlessly wears, with grace, kindness,
and caring for all people. She is also a mentor and leader with her colleagues, always
working on improving curriculum, or getting a jump on technological learning before
many other teachers. She always remembers to keep her students’ wellbeing at the
center of what she does, and makes a point to make everyone feel welcome. As a master
teacher, a welcoming presence to international students, and a friend and mentor to her
colleagues, Betsy Davis can now add Caverly winner to her list of accomplishments.
Ms. Davis and Ms. Stark made remarks in which they thanked the Brookline
Education Foundation and their colleagues for their support over the years. They
described the experiences and people that helped shaped their careers and inspired them.
Their full remarks and all of this year’s Celebrating Teachers speeches can be viewed at
this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMeH10s3Uu8 Dr. Marini and the School
Committee members expressed their appreciation to Ms. Davis and Ms. Stark for sharing
their experiences and for all they do for our students. Their deep commitment, the
richness of their instruction and their connection with students, parents/guardians, and
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their colleagues exemplify what makes the Public Schools of Brookline such a wonderful
school system.
3.

POSSIBLE VOTE TO APPOINT DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT FOR
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Dr. Marini stated that he is extremely pleased to recommend to the School
Committee the appointment of Lesley Ryan Miller as Deputy Superintendent of Teaching
and Learning, effective July 1, 2021. Ms. Ryan Miller’s experience as both a school
leader and central office administrator makes her particularly well suited for the deputy
position. She is a thoughtful and knowledgeable educator who understands how good
schools work. She has a system-wide perspective on curriculum, is a good listener, and
has a clear vision for the department. Ms. Ryan Miller is an extraordinary leader who is
very highly regarded by parents, caregivers, educators and the larger school community.
She is a person of integrity who operates from a clear sense of her own values and has the
skills, personal qualities, and vision to make a real difference for all students and staff in
Brookline. School Committee members expressed strong support for this appointment
and thanked Ms. Ryan Miller for her exceptional work on behalf of Brookline students,
families, and educators. Ms. Ryan Miller expressed her appreciation to Dr. Marini and
the School Committee, and commented that leaving the Pierce School was a very difficult
decision. She thanked the Pierce community members for their support over the past four
years, and commented on how proud she is of the work they accomplished together.
ACTION 20-44
On a motion of Ms. Federspiel and seconded by Ms. Charlupski, the School
Committee VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to appoint Lesley Ryan
Miller Deputy Superintendent for Teaching and Learning, effective July 1, 2021.
4.

STUDENT REPORT
Ms. Gallion reported that there is a lot going on at BHS, including the
construction project, Advanced Placement exams, and preparation for graduation. Ms.
Gallion commented on her recent survey of students who are still remote. She received
120 responses across the grades. Many of the students feel disconnected from in-person
students. Some of this relates to technology issues. She requested that the district do
whatever is possible to address this issue. Dr. Marini and School Committee members
thanked Ms. Gallion for her report and for raising this issue, and asked that she send a
copy of her report to the BHS Head of School.
5.

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING PILOT AND POSSIBLE VOTE TO
SUPPORT THE PROJECT-BASED LEARNING PILOT AND SUSPEND
THE ENRICHMENT AND CHALLENGE SUPPORT PROGRAM
Dr. Marini introduced Senior Director of Curriculum and Instruction Michelle
Herman to present the Project-Based Learning Pilot (Attachment B). The recommended
vote before the School Committee is to support the Project-Based Learning Pilot and
suspend the Enrichment and Challenge Support (ECS) Program.
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Ms. Herman discussed a reimagined model of teaching and learning with the
following:
 All students involved demonstrate mastery of content and skills. These include
curriculum standards in all subject areas, plus “soft skills” such as collaboration,
communication, critical thinking, and social-emotional development.
 All students involved engage in work that is personally relevant and meaningful,
seeing themselves as connected to what they are learning.
 All students involved have opportunities to demonstrate their learning by creating
instead of receiving knowledge.
 All students, teachers, and families involved form a community partnership built
on critique and feedback, exhibition of work, and authenticity.






Ms. Herman explained how this approach differs from the current ECS Program.
The project-based learning pilot is a “way of being.” The model operates as THE
academic experience of the team.
There is an ongoing thread of feedback and making thinking visible throughout
the school year.
Students will be assessed on the standards and will receive progress reports based
on their work.
All students on the identified teams will participate fully. The specialist is a full
member of the team for the whole year.
Public exhibition of student work will be the norm.

Ms. Herman reviewed the role of the Project-Based Team and Project-Based
Learning Specialists, and how the district intends to measure the effectiveness of the
pilot. She discussed the potential impact and benefits for students:
 All students have the opportunity to bring individual strengths and skills to the
classroom community and make an authentic contribution.
 Students develop strong communication, collaboration, and critical thinking
skills. Students approach school work with passion, enthusiasm, and a strong
sense of purpose.
 Students experience the joy of creativity while mastering content.
 Students feel a sense of empowerment and autonomy by participating in feedback
protocols and project tunings with peers and teachers related to project outcomes
and design.
In addition, Ms. Herman summarized the potential impact and benefits for
teachers, schools, and the community. In response to questions, Ms. Herman expanded
on how the proposal differs from ECS; how the pilot will tie into project-based learning
already taking place in the Schools, and the rationale for a pilot vs relying on research
and best practices to move forward on a district-wide program. Dr. Marini addressed
staffing considerations and funding. The School Committee will receive regular reports
during the pilot. School Committee members expressed support for the proposal, noting
that tethering project-based learning to curriculum has been a longstanding goal of
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School Committee members. Members encouraged staff to access staff knowledge on
project-based learning, clarify the objectives and value of the proposal (particularly given
the scarcity of resources), and consult with incoming senior leaders.
ACTION 20-45
On a motion of Ms. Monopoli and seconded by Ms. Ditkoff, the School
Committee VOTED (by roll call), with 7 in favor, 0 opposed, and 1 abstention
(Ms. Nobrega), to support the Project-Based Learning Pilot and suspend the
Enrichment and Challenge Support Program.
6.

ADMINISTRATIVE BUSINESS
a. Consent Agenda
Ms. Federspiel commented that the School Committee is being asked to accept
funds to establish the Hillary Ellin Barnhart Scholarship for Women in Technology and
Mathematics. The scholarship is being established in memory of Hillary Ellin Barnhart,
a Brookline High School graduate who was passionate about technology and science and
served as a mentor to women in her field. Ms. Federspiel expressed appreciation to the
family and others for establishing this scholarship.
ACTION 21-46
On a motion of Ms. Federspiel and seconded by Ms. Charlupski, the School
Committee VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to approve the items
included in the Consent Agenda.
i. Past Records: April 29, 2021 and May 6, 2021 School Committee Meetings
ii. Acceptance of Gifts (Attachment C)
iii. Hillary Ellin Barnhart Scholarship for Women in Technology and
Mathematics (Attachment D)
iv. Driscoll Project-Gilbane Building Company Contract Amendment in the
Amount of $46,667 (Attachment E)
v. Driscoll Project-Leftfield LLC Contract Amendment in the Amount of
$1,210 (Attachment F)
vi. BHS Project-William Rawn Associates Contract Amendment in the Amount
of $14,014 (Attachment G)
vii. BHS Project- William Rawn Associates Contract Amendment in the Amount
of $21,191 (Attachment H)
viii. BHS Project-Skanska Change Order in the Amount of -$9,424
(Attachment I)
ix. BHS Project-MassBay Electrical Corporation Contract-$102,000
(Attachment J)
x. Transfer from School Natural Gas Account to BHS Project Natural Gas
Account (Attachment K)
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b. Possible Vote to Not Participate in the School Choice Program for the
2021-2022 School Year
Ms. Charlupski explained that The School Choice Law contained in the Education
Reform Act of 1993 presumes that each School Committee will admit non-resident
students under the School Choice Program, unless there is a vote to the contrary taken by
June 1 of each year, following a hearing on the issue. The School Committee combined
the hearing for this issue with the Public Hearing on the FY 2022 Budget, held on
February 11, 2021. Brookline has not participated in School Choice in the past and has
cited the following reasons: the School Choice reimbursement rate is substantially less
than the cost of educating one of the district’s students and the district has no excess
capacity in its buildings.
ACTION 21-47
On a motion of Ms. Charlupski and seconded by Ms. Federspiel, the School
Committee VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to not participate in the
School Choice Program for the 2021-2022 School Year.
INTERIM SUPERTINTENDENT’S REPORT
Dr. Marini provided an update on graduation ceremonies. Following a lot of
collaborative work with the Brookline Public Health Department, the district is pleased to
share the news that commencement plans for BHS, as well as 8th grade graduations for
all K-8 schools, are proceeding. The BHS Commencement will take place on June 6,
2021. Because of the construction at Cypress Field, the commencement is moving to
Fisher Hill Reservoir Park. The district is grateful for the terrific assistance from
colleagues in the Department of Public Works/Open Space Division in securing the new
location. Graduations at the K-8 schools will be held on June 17, 2021. All graduation
ceremonies and associated celebrations will carefully follow public health guidelines
including social distancing and limited numbers of guests. These guidelines have been
shared with principals and Parent Teacher Organization (PTO) leaders. Dr. Marini
acknowledged the incredible support of PTO leaders from across the district. Their work
in creating and supporting these meaningful and impactful end-of-year events for the
graduates is very much appreciated.
7.

Dr. Marini reported that with the recent approval of the Pfizer vaccine for
children ages 12 and up, the Student Health Services Office has finalized plans to offer
student vaccination clinics. The district will be partnering with Pelham Pharmacy, which
has successfully managed vaccination clinics for local colleges including Boston College
and Brandeis University. Parents/guardians do not need to be present for the vaccination
for high school students under the age of 18, so long as the signed consent form has
already been completed by the parent/guardian.
Senior Director of Curriculum and Instruction Michelle Herman reported that the
district is looking into the feasibility of providing transportation for South Brookline
students to Summer Enrichment Program.
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8.
PUBLIC COMMENT
The following educators provided public comment regarding the middle school teaching
structure: Lisa Soltani, Marlene Goncalves, Eileen Pushee, Jacqueline Hallo, Yasameen
Sharif, Heather Pritchard, Jesse Cochin, and Jessica Levasseur. Their comments are
reflected in the May 6, 2021 letter to the School Committee and Dr. Marini signed by
almost 100 middle school educators.
We, the teachers of the middle school grades in Brookline, are writing to express our
alarm at the way new models for middle school staffing are being proposed and
implemented, and we demand that you bargain these changes with the BEU. Further, we
insist that the school committee and central administration avoid short-term thinking
about staffing and commit to retaining all existing staff - a staff that is dedicated, talented
and skilled at meeting the extraordinary needs of a student body in need of intensive
attention.
We have readily responded to the pandemic crisis by exercising the flexibility that our
administration expected of us. From full remote to hybrid, and now full in-person
learning, we have transformed our teaching without adequate time in the day to do so.
Like our colleagues in every other grade level, we rose to meet the challenges, handled
the stress, and managed ever-changing schedules, groupings and demands.
At the same time, many of us had new responsibilities added to our plate, including
taking on unfamiliar teaching assignments, while adjusting ourselves to changed
operation of the schools. We have also absorbed the stress of the disruption to our
personal lives that these imposed changes have entailed. In addition, a significant
number of us met these expectations in the face of being told we are contingent labor,
that we should expect to just move on as things get back to “normal.”
As we begin to see the light at the end of the tunnel with regard to the pandemic, an
urgent concern has arisen. We have come to understand that some school leaders want
to make permanent changes that were put into place during the pandemic.
As one glaring example, it has come to our attention that a new model for middle school
staffing is being planned at the Baker School. We understand that this model may
include requiring that teachers accept new and multiple subject-area teaching
assignments at any time. We understand that discussions of similar models have begun
at other schools.
The implications of shifting to this type of model are a major expansion of licensure
expectations of teachers and represent other major changes from current practice. In
addition to diminishing the respect for teachers’ experience and expertise, moving to this
model will have a serious impact on educators’ contractual rights. Some contractual
concerns that arise are: job security (including seniority placement), training, evaluation
and prep time. In addition, the district would be imposing a new model of schooling on
educators without their professional judgement being considered in the planning. And
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because this model is being implemented without careful consideration of these issues,
and without any meaningful staff and community input, it is our students who stand to
lose the most.
It is evident that part of the motivation for this shift is that it is a way to solve a perceived
staffing crisis - allowing principals to shift teachers around in a “plug and play,” “just
in time,” gig economy type staffing model. Employees are kept around when needed, and
then let go, or shuffled around, in a continuous “lean production” management
approach. This model devalues the experience, expertise and dedication of educators
which will inevitably lead to serious degradation in the quality of the educational
experience for children. As teachers come and go, and are shuffled around, subject-area
and grade-level expertise will be greatly diminished.
Therefore, the Brookline Educators Union has demanded that the district immediately
cease and desist from assigning new teaching expectations related to the structure of the
middle school grades until and unless proper planning is undertaken and the role of our
union is respected. The BEU is our exclusive bargaining agent, and we stand with our
union in calling on the Public Schools of Brookline to negotiate any and all of the
changes described above, or similar changes, to the middle school teaching model. This
will ensure that any changes are properly resourced and can be implemented well. We
join our union leaders in demanding that the Public Schools of Brookline bring its
proposal to the bargaining table as part of the current negotiations to renew the
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
We absorbed the burden of the COVID surge after years of absorbing the burden of
another surge - a thirty-five percent increase in enrollment that was met with inadequate
staffing and supports. We now refuse to absorb a staffing purge - and a dramatic change
in instructional model - that views educators as interchangeable and thus as expendable.
Without careful consideration and negotiation, these unprecedented changes threaten to
damage our school district for years to come.
The following educators provided public comment regarding the K-8 World Language
Program: Heather Pineault, Cecilia Costanzo, Jessica Levasseur, Wan Wang, Shenandoah
Paun, Kaitlin Robinson, and Marnie Weiss. Their comments are reflected in the May 13,
2021 letter to the School Committee, Administrators, and residents of Brookline, signed
by 37 K-8 and BHS World Language Teachers.
We are World Language teachers in Brookline. We love what we do -- we love our
students and we are experts in our field, and yet year after year we have to fight for the
integrity of our program to do best by our students. We do this in a town which claims to
support and love our K-8 world language program which itself has been a model to other
districts.
In WL programs, students learn not only to communicate in a new language, but about
the world around them, different perspectives and cultures, to identify and work to
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dismantle stereotypes, and also to celebrate the diversity in our world. This is something
that we, a very diverse group of educators, actively address in our classes. In order for
this to happen, we connect with our students on a personal level and provide a place for
social-emotional learning.
How do we do this? We do this through hours of planning for our classes, keeping in
mind all of those aspects connected with learning another language. We do this best
when we have adequate planning time, a manageable number of grades to teach, and
information at the end of the school year about which grades we will be teaching in the
fall in order to prepare over the summer. We do this best in a stable program, with
colleagues who have worked together to create curriculum and lessons. We do this best
when we are part of the K-8 teams in each school so that we can connect our curriculum
with learning that students are doing, as well as be aware of individual needs students
may have. We do this best when we have stable positions and can simply focus on what
we love - our students and learning.
What is happening now, and frankly has been happening for many years, is getting in the
way of our work. We lack much needed stability. We have too many classes to prepare
for, some of us are teaching up to 5 different grade levels, some see up to 12 class
sections each day, and some prepare up to 19 individual lessons each week. For most of
us, this is in addition to traveling between many classrooms and often between schools.
With the proposed addition of teaching minutes, we will be asked to do even more. For
example, one teacher has been told that to remain full time, she will need to go from
teaching five grade levels at one school this year to teaching six grade levels in two
different schools across K-8. All too often, we find out at the last minute, even after
school has begun, that we will be teaching an entirely new grade, including grades for
which we may have no experience or certification. This leaves little time for the learning
and preparation that we need to do in order to be most effective, and results in inequities
in learning experiences across schools.
In addition to this, we would like to be treated as the professionals that we are, who are
working with your children every day. Instead, each year we are shifted around to fill
holes for others. This leads to poor morale and undermines our work, leading to high
turnover and instability in our department. We love our students and teach them about
respecting others and embracing the diversity of the world, and yet we ourselves do not
feel respected by this district. We were told in the last week that we would be losing
almost 4 FTE in our department. We were also told that our 6th grade positions might
be changed to half the FTE that we’ve been paid in the past. Now we might have to
travel between schools and teach additional sections if we want to keep our FTE.
The School Committee has acknowledged that enrollment is very unstable at the moment
due to the pandemic. This is not the time to reduce teachers because of unknowns due to
Covid. This is a time when we have federal funding to address the social emotional and
academic needs of our students and thus should be keeping classes as small as possible
in order to meet their needs following a traumatic year. Changes to our FTE and
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workload cannot simply be attributed to declining enrollment, given that we are expected
to work more minutes than ever before to be considered full-time. Please do not balance
the budget on the backs of World Language teachers and our students.
We love our students and our work, and we deserve to be treated with respect. We
deserve to have manageable workloads, adequate planning time and travel time, and we
deserve to be a part of our school teams so that we can provide the best opportunities for
all of our students. We hope that the School Committee, Administrators, and residents of
Brookline will do all that is possible to support this program and its teachers for the
benefit of our students.
Carolyn Thall spoke in support of the new Baker School middle school structure, and
expressed appreciation to Principal Lewis for his thoughtful and sensitive approach to
meeting the needs of middle school students. Laura Baines-Walsh agreed with the
teachers who, earlier in the meeting, spoke in opposition to the Baker School middle
school model. Julie Jette spoke in support of the model, and noted that many districts use
a team teaching approach. She urged the School Committee to consider student and
parent input. Marcy Sacks shared a letter from the full Baker Site Council and members
of the Baker Diversity Committee leadership and Baker PTO, primarily current 6th grade
parents. Last summer, Mr. Lewis met with the above groups and reviewed this proposal
for a team-based model for 6th grade students. This model makes sense educationally and
developmentally, is research-based, and is an approach that prioritizes social and
emotional wellbeing and provides a smaller community within a large school. Parents
support this change, and they are hopeful that with continued dialogue, teachers will as
well. The letter expresses strong support for Principal Lewis and his thoughtful
leadership, and extends an offer to meet with School Committee members to discuss
parents’ experiences.
Carolyn Thall expressed concerns regarding a new Wellness class graduation requirement
for rising sophomores. Students are struggling to meet this requirement. Content was
missed in all subject areas during the pandemic, not just Wellness. Federica Piccioni
commented that the new requirement is particularly difficult for students in special
education as students in a learning center will only be able to take one elective next year.
Ms. Piccioni asked the following questions: Who made the decision to cut
the wellness curriculum? And why? How was the decision made to force children to
retake this course? Is it based on a state or district mandated curriculum? Is it fair for
students with learning center time to lose yet another elective in post-pandemic Brookline
High School? Is this discriminatory? Is this your vision for inclusion? And how can you
partner with us to discuss and solve these issues with intention and full transparency?
Laura Baines-Walsh, Danielle Da Silva, and Julie Jette urged the School Committee to
provide South Brookline students transportation to the Universal Summer Program.
Forty-five Town Meeting Members from Precincts 13, 14, 15, and 16, sent the following
letter to Dr. Marini and the School Committee:
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Many parents are eagerly anticipating the Universal Summer Program to give their
children an opportunity to access learning and socialization they may have missed in the
past year. We, the undersigned Town Meeting Members from Precincts 13, 14, 15 and
16, are concerned about access for our students, since the program is being held solely
at the northernmost school in Brookline. Given the limited access to in-person school
that all our students experienced this year, it would be unacceptable if students far from
the Ridley School were unable to access this program as well due to the distance. We
believe PSB should apply the same standards for transportation used for school-year
programs to this program, and we call for district leaders to put forward a
transportation proposal as soon as possible, to assist families in making their summer
plans.
Kathy Hitchcock spoke against a 0 percent salary increase for educators for FY 2021.
She commented that this seems like a grasp for power and control, is insulting, and that
educators worked extraordinarily hard this year.
9.

UPDATE ON BHS PROJECT
Ms. Ditkoff, who serves as Co-Chair of the BHS School Building Advisory
Committee, introduced the update on the BHS Project (Attachment L). She expressed
her appreciation to the team members working on this project who are present this
evening: Sam Lasky and Andrew Jonic (William Rawn Associates); Andy Felix (Hill
International, Inc.); Building Project Managers Ray Masak and Tony Guigli; BHS Head
of School Anthony Meyer, BHS Assistant Head of School Hal Mason, BHS Science
Curriculum Coordinator Ed Wiser, and BHS Career and Technology Education
Curriculum Coordinator Britt Stevens; Director of Operations Matt Gillis; and BHS
Building Advisory Committee Co-Chair George Cole. The presentation included an
update on the timeline (expect substantial completion mid-November 2021) and updates
and drawings/photos of the various components of the project including Cypress
Playground, the Campus Plan (and how it helps create a unified campus, makes a large
school feel smaller, and promotes sustainability), 22 Tappan Street, and the Stem Wing.
BHS staff spoke about planned use of the new spaces and how the project aligns with the
Educational Plan and overall vision for BHS. School Committee members thanked the
presenters for their work on this impressive and exciting project.
FY 2021 3RD QUARTER FINANCIAL REPORT, INCLUDING UPDATE
ON REVOLVING FUNDS AND POSSIBLE VOTES ON EDCO DEFICIT
AND RESERVE FUND TRANSFER REQUEST
Ms. Normen presented the FY 2021 3rd Quarter Financial Report (Attachment
M). The deficit increased since the last report from just over $803,000 to $1.3 million as
the district continues to support students in the Remote Learning Academy, pay for both
long-term substitutes and leave of absence costs in the amount of $200,000 through June,
fund $197,483 towards the EDCO Collaborative deficit, experience budget pressure from
mandated special education costs, and carry up to $200,000 for a projected Brookline
Adult and Community Education deficit. The district has utilized all sources of funds
legally available. The offset of $1.1 million of the $2.6 million identified to open the
10.
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Remote Learning Academy has been transferred from the operating budget to the Town
Cares Fund. The Finance Team was able to identify more than $2.6 million in staffing
costs and over $100,000 in instructional supplies and materials that were necessary to
operate the Remote Learning Academy. Since November 2021, the district froze
approximately $1.2 million in expense lines (Contracted Services, Supplies, Other,
Equipment). There is a projected available balance of approximately $210,000 in the
expense lines after holding back reserve amounts. FY 2021 salaries are projected to be in
deficit by more than $1.4 million.
Ms. Normen reviewed next steps, including a proposed School Committee vote to
request a $1.3 million Reserve Fund Transfer in order to close out the FY 2021 budget in
balance, and ensure that the district can cover the last two vendor payment warrants and
the last payroll of the fiscal year. Ms. Nobrega reported that the Finance Subcommittee
discussed this request earlier today. The sense of the Subcommittee was that while no
one wants to be in a deficit situation, this is the most appropriate path forward at this
time. Members suggested that the district consider whether unused COVID testing funds
could be applied towards the deficit. Ms. Normen reviewed the steps that have already
been taken to try to reduce the deficit. At the next meeting, Ms. Normen will present an
analysis of COVID related costs and revenues.
ACTION 21-48
On a motion of Ms. Charlupski and seconded by Ms. Nobrega, the School
Committee VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to authorize payment of
$197,483, for the EDCO Collaborative Deficit Assessment.
ACTION 21-49
On a motion of Ms. Nobrega and seconded by Mr. Pearlman, the School
Committee VOTED UNANIMOUSLY (by roll call) to request a $1.3 million
Reserve Fund Transfer Request in order to close out the FY 2021 budget in
balance.
11.

FY 2022 BUDGET UPDATE
Dr. Marini and Ms. Normen provided an update on the FY 2022 Budget, and
referred to the FY 2022 Budget Highlights document (Attachment N). The FY 2022
Budget Highlights document summarizes changes to revenue and expenditures, and
explains the potential impact of budget changes. The development of the FY 2022
Budget included input from district leaders, principals, curriculum and program
coordinators, and department heads. All areas of the budget were reviewed through the
lens of School Committee guidelines, school needs, efficiencies, and impacts related to
the pandemic. Through this collaborative process, the FY 2022 budget: ensures that
schools are well resourced with supplies and materials; enhances social emotional
support for students; includes staffing levels to meet historical patterns and projected
student enrollment; and restores central office positions to provide the infrastructure
needed to support teachers and program.
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12.

SUBCOMMITTEE AND LIAISON REPORTS
a. Capital Improvements
Ms. Charlupski reported that the Capital Improvements Subcommittee met on
May 11, 2021. The Subcommittee voted unanimously to support Mr. Gillis’s
recommendation that the following regular partners be permitted to return to normal school
operations during the 2021-2022 School Year: Brookline Music School, Devotion After
School Enrichment Program at the Florence Ruffin Ridley School, Brookline Adult and
Community Education, and PTO After School Programs, contingent upon consultation and
support from Remote Task Force Panel 4 (Public Health, Safety and Logistics), and that the
agreements with the programs include language that access to the Schools is conditional and
could change due to public health and safety considerations. A Driscoll Project update will
be presented to the School Committee on May 26, 2021. Some of the second round bids
were higher than anticipated. The proposed Pierce Educational Plan will be presented to the
School Committee for a possible vote on June 3, 2021.
13.

NEW BUSINESS
There was no new business.

14.

ADJOURNMENT
Ms. Federspiel adjourned the meeting at 10:35 PM.

Respectfully Submitted,
Robin E. Coyne, Executive Assistant
Brookline School Committee

Project-Based Learning Pilot
May 13, 2021

A REIMAGINED MODEL OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
●

All students involved demonstrate mastery of content and skills. These include
curriculum standards in all subject areas, plus “soft skills” such as collaboration,
communication, critical thinking, and social-emotional development.

●

All students involved engage in work that is personally relevant and meaningful,
seeing themselves as connected to what they are learning.

●

All students involved have opportunities to demonstrate their learning by creating
instead of receiving knowledge.

●

All students, teachers, and families involved form a community partnership built
on critique & feedback, exhibition of work, and authenticity.

NOT “ENRICHMENT & CHALLENGE” SUPPORT (not ECS)
●

The project-based learning pilot is a “way of being.” The model operates as THE
academic experience of the team.

●

There is an ongoing thread of feedback and making thinking visible throughout the
school year.

●

Students will be assessed on the standards and will receive progress reports based
on their work.

●

All students on the identified teams will participate fully. The specialist is a full
member of the team for the whole year.

●

Public exhibition of student work will be the norm.

PROJECT-BASED TEAM
●

follows the district curriculum while operating in a full-scale project-based, experiential
approach

●

aligns learning to the content standards and follows scope and sequence of courses with
intentional integration of subject areas, including the arts

●

functions as somewhat of a “school-within-a-school”

●

uses design thinking as an approach to develop solutions to problems

●

involves the adult community to provide feedback to students and connect the learning to
real work in the field

●

conducts regular public exhibitions of student work

●

is facilitated by a Project-Based Learning Specialist (who is a full member of the team)

The Project-Based Learning Specialists will
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Co-design project-based learning experiences that align with grade level curriculum
Integrate content areas, including the arts, to align content and practice standards
Dedicate common planning time to support and refine the model
Develop systems for documenting student learning, reflection, and critique
Develop objective-based assessments
Consult with Curriculum Coordinators on scope & sequence and curriculum standards
Collaborate with other stakeholder colleagues (EdTech, library, art, etc.) to enhance
integration
Research and develop ideas that could lead to authentic PBL experiences
Operate each school’s makerspace and provide guidance to all grades K-8 on its use
Facilitate tuning protocols to reflect on and refine project design

How will we measure the eﬀectiveness of this pilot?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Regular surveys of students on engagement, rigor, self-regulation, and
knowledge/skills
Regular surveys of teachers on professional practice and meeting students’ needs
Regular surveys of parents on engagement, relevance, attitudes, and personal
connectedness
Student portfolios representing their body of work (process and product) over time
Assessment of content standards relative to traditional model
Assessment of “soft skills” using PBL rubric
Public exhibitions of student work
Regular SEL components built into lessons/assignments, such as student reflection

IMPACT on Students
● All students have the opportunity to bring individual strengths and skills to the
classroom community and make an authentic contribution
● Students develop strong communication, collaboration, and critical thinking
skills
● Students approach school work with passion, enthusiasm, and a strong sense
of purpose
● Students experience the joy of creativity while mastering content
● Students feel a sense of empowerment and autonomy by participating in
feedback protocols and project tunings with peers and teachers related to
project outcomes and design

IMPACT on Teachers
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Teachers bring passion and creativity to their practice
Teachers teach the “whole child” more than content
Teachers get more of a chance to see their students’ individual strengths and build on
those strengths
Teachers will get the opportunity collaborate more closely with colleagues to build on
each other’s skill sets and establish common practices
Teachers will engage in ongoing regular professional learning that promotes a culture of
continuous improvement
Teachers elsewhere in the district are able to learn about future possibilities that could
strengthen their practice and impact more students
Teachers develop a reflective practice as they participate in project tunings and receive
feedback from students and staﬀ

IMPACT on School
● Pilot serves as research model that can grow within the district
● Team involved serve as teacher and student leaders who can promote the
benefits of the experience and model the characteristics of 21st century
learning
● Building leaders have enhanced capacity as instructional leaders, and can
better support restorative practices, social-emotional growth, asset-based
child development
● Increased awareness of student work and individual student talent through
exhibitions
● School develops a stronger sense of community cooperation as all members
are involved in project feedback and tuning

IMPACT on Community
● Greater involvement of adults that strengthens the home-to-school
connection
● Greater awareness of student learning that is connected to the world
outside of school walls
● Increased opportunities for adults in the community to serve as role
models for children who wish to learn about careers in diﬀerent fields
● Recognition that PSB is paving a vision for 21st century learning
through research-based innovation, teacher leadership, and equitable
practices

Examples
What is urban ecology? How can
humans create sustainable and
efficient modern urban ecosystems?
Students will understand:
●
●
●
●
●

Characteristics of sustainability,
eﬀiciency, and modern cities
How green building methods and
techniques work and can be
implemented
How to write, revise, edit, and publish a
magazine article
How to be part of a magazine
production team
How to create and design artwork to
accompany their article

How have my stories defined me? How
has my neighborhood taken shape over
the years? How can we use statistics to
understand a community?
Students will:

●
●
●
●
●

Write a personal narrative about a
significant moment in their lives
Examine the history of their neighborhood
Collect and analyze data to understand
their community
Create photographic and written art that
represents the student and neighborhood
Create a digital magazine that includes the
personal narrative and visual display of
class data
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Request for Gift Acceptance
May 13,2021
The School Department requires specific authorization for acceptance of gifts.
Motion: School Committee Accepts the donations listed below for school department use:
i

Donor

Recil!ient

I

Amount

Reason

$4,000.00

To further support
excellence in science,
math and/or engineering

i

Account Number

i

i
i

I

Brookline
High School

Society for Science & the Public

Society for Science & the Public

!
i

Brookline
High School

~bliC Schools

i

To further support
excellence in science,
math and/or engineering

Brookline High
School Gift Account
3300SEF9

$1,570.00

Educational Programs

PSB Districtwide Gift
Account
3300SEH8

of Brookline

i

I

i

Brookline High
School Gift Account
3300SEF9

$2,000.00

I

VIP Tires and Service

I

i

CONTRACT FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES
AMENDMENT NO. 6
WHEREAS, the Town of Brookline (“Owner”) and LEFTFIELD, LLC, (the “Owner’s Project
Manager”) (collectively, the “Parties”) entered into a Contract for OPM Services for the Driscoll
Elementary School on March 25, 2019, “Contract”; and
WHEREAS, the scope of this work is summarized in the attached SLS Fire, Inc.’s letter proposal,
dated April 27, 2021, for Fire Protection/Life Safety Third Party Review Services on the revised set
of Contract Documents; and
WHEREAS,
2020; and
WHEREAS,
2020; and
WHEREAS,
2020; and
WHEREAS,
2020; and
WHEREAS,
8, 2020; and

Contract amendment No. 1 was approved by the Town of Brookline on January 3,
Contract amendment No. 2 was approved by the Town of Brookline on April 8,
Contract amendment No. 3 was approved by the Town of Brookline on July 8,
Contract amendment No. 4 was approved by the Town of Brookline on July 8,
Contract amendment No. 5 was approved by the Town of Brookline on December

WHEREAS, effective as of May 11, 2021, the parties wish to amend the contract, as amended:
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants contained in
this Amendment, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of
which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, hereby agree as
follows:
1. The Owner hereby authorizes the Owner’s Project Manager to extend SLS Fire, Inc.’s
services to perform a Fire Protection/Life Safety Third Party Review of the revised Contract
Documents for the Driscoll Elementary School for the total amount of $1,210.00, pursuant to
the terms and conditions set forth in the Contract, as amended.
2. For the performance of services required under the Contract, as amended, the Owner’s
Project Manager shall be compensated by the Owner in accordance with the Fee for Basic
Services shown below:
Amount of
Original
Previous
This
After This
Fee for Basic Services
Contract
Amendments
Amendment
Amendment
Schematic Design Phase:

$34,015

$0

$0

$

34,015

Design Development Phase:

$0

$

429,575

$0

$

429,575

Construction Documents
Phase:

$0

$

524,441

$0

$

524,441

Bidding Phase:

$0

$

188,436

$0

$

188,436

OPM Contract Amendment No. 6
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Driscoll School Project
Town of Brookline, MA

Construction Phase:

$0

$

1,989,628

$0

$

1,989,628

Completion Phase:

$0

$

50,010

$0

$

50,010

Advertising & Printing

$0

$

588.59

$0

$

588.59

Reimbursable Services

$0

$ 39,270.00

$ 1,210.00

$ 40,480.00

Cost Estimates

$0

$ 42,900.00

$0

$ 42,900.00

$34,015.00

$3,264,848.59

$ 1,210.00

$3,300,073.59

Total Fee

This Amendment is for Third Party Review Services for the revised Contract Documents as
required by the Building Department.
3. The Construction Budget shall be as follows:
Original Budget:

$ 92,909563

Amended Budget

$92,636,881

4. The Project Schedule shall be as follows:
Original Schedule: (Building; Site)

January 2023; August 2023

Amended Schedule:
5. This Amendment contains all of the terms and conditions agreed upon by the Parties
amendments to the original Contract, as amended.
No other understandings
representations, oral or otherwise, regarding amendments to the original Contract,
amended, shall be deemed to exist or bind the Parties, and all other terms and conditions
the Contract, as amended, remain in full force and effect.

as
or
as
of

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Owner, with the prior approval of the Town of Brookline, and the
Owner’s Project Manager have caused this Amendment to be executed by their respective
authorized officers.
OWNER:
TOWN OF BROOKLINE

(print name)

(print title)

By:

(signature)

Date:

OPM Contract Amendment No. 6

OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER:
LEFTFIELD, LLC
James F. Rogers, Jr.
(print name)

Principal

By:

(print title)

(signature)

Date: May 11, 2021
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May 11, 2021

Mr. Tony Guigli
Project Manager
Town of Brookline
Building Department
333 Washington Street
Brookline, MA 02445
Re:

Michael Driscoll School Project
Proposed Fee for Additional Fire Protection/Life Safety Third-Party Review Services
OPM Contract Amendment No. 6

Dear Mr. Guigli:
LEFTFIELD’s fee proposal for managing and providing the Building Code and Building
Department required Fire Protection/Life Safety Review Services is as outlined below. The fee
proposal is supported by the attached proposals from SLS Fire, Inc.
Consultant

Task

Fee

SLS Fire, Inc.

Fire Protection/Life Safety Review
Additional Review of Revised Contract
Documents

$1,100
Total:

LeftField
$110

Total
$ 1,210
$1,210

The fees will be transferred from the Owner’s Contingency Budget Line to the “OPM
Reimbursable Services” Budget Line. SLS Fire, Inc. will be under LeftField’s management and
will provide the independent services required under the Massachusetts State Building Code, 9th
edition, MGL 780 CMR and the Building Department. A fee proposal was sought as an extra
service from the original reviewer SLS Fire. Given SLS Fire’s familiarity with the original
Contract Documents is was more efficient and less costly to have SLS Fire perform the review of
the revised Contract Documents. All services will be completed prior to completion of bidding.

main: 617-737-6400
fax: 617-217-2001
225 franklin street, 26th floor, boston, ma 02110

owner project manager
owner representative
construction audits
cost forecasting
capital budgeting

Mr. Tony Guigli
Town of Brookline – Michael Driscoll School
OPM Contract Amendment No. 6
Page 2

We intend to bill as a lump sum as invoices are received from the consultants. The scope of
OPM services for the tasks indicated will be provided for the fee indicated and will be as defined
by Article 8 - Basic Services in the Contract for Project Management Services.
Additional Services
Extra Services are as defined in Article 9 of the Contract at the hourly rates provided in the
contract, which may be adjusted annually in January of each year.
The Owners Project Manager shall be reimbursed for all other related additional costs, at cost
plus ten percent (10%). No additional services will be provided without written authorization in
advance of the work.
Reimbursable Expenses
All reimbursable expenses (i.e. communication, printing, travel, ordinary office supplies) are
included in the above lump sum prices.
We look forward to continuing to work with the Town of Brookline on the Michael Driscoll
School.
Sincerely,

James F. Rogers

main: 617-737-6400
fax: 617-217-2001
225 franklin street, 26th floor, boston, ma 02110

owner project manager
owner representative
construction audits
cost forecasting
capital budgeting

1 Lincoln St, 24th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts, 02111

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY PROPOSAL:
THIRD PARTY REVIEW SERVICES
PROJECT LOCATION:
64 Westbourne Terrace
Brookline, MA
PREPARED FOR:
LeftField Project Management, LLC
ATTENTION:
Jen Carlson
DATED:
4/27/2021
SLS No.: SLSBOS9000.30.01

SLS FIRE| SLSFIRE.COM
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64 Westbourne Terrace
Proposal for Third Party Review Services
4/27/2021 | SLSBOS9000.30.01
© 2020 SLS Consulting, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

I. INTRODUCTION
LeftField Project Management, LLC has requested the services of SLS Consulting to provide
3rd party review services for the project located at 64 Westbourne Terrace in Brookline, MA.
SLS Consulting is an approved third-party reviewer for the Town of Brookline and has been
requested to provide the following services:
•
•

II.

Tier One FP & FA system review
Tier One NFPA 241 Plan review

BASE SCOPE OF SERVICES
SLS proposes the following scope of services to the Client:

Consulting Scope of Services
1. Tier One:
a. FP/FA Plan Review
i. Review the fire suppression and fire alarm system design drawings (i.e. permit set) for
conformance with 780 CMR and 527 CMR, including referenced standards (e.g.
NFPA 13 and NFPA 72).
ii. Author and transmit a final acceptance letter and the approved design drawings to
Brookline Fire.

Additional Scope of Services
Based on SLS’s role associated with general consulting services; additional services for
comprehensive and specific fire engineering and building code consulting may be required. Such
services may include re-reviews of submittals, drawing packages, reports, etc. Design of fire
protection systems and/or authoring of the NFPA 241 plan, while available, is explicitly excluded
from this proposal. If additional services are required to be provided, a cost proposal and detailed
scope of services will be presented to the client for review and approval prior to proceeding.

Client Responsibilities
For SLS to complete the proposed scope of services, LeftField Project Management, LLC will be
subject to the following responsibilities:
1. Provide electronic access to project drawings and relevant project reports; and
2. Coordinate meetings, working sessions, site walks and inspections.

SLS FIRE, INC. | SLSFIRE.COM
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64 Westbourne Terrace
Proposal for Third Party Review Services
4/27/2021 | SLSBOS9000.30.01
© 2020 SLS Consulting, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

III.

PROFESSIONAL FEES & EXPENSES
The scope of services outlined in this proposal will be provided to client based on the following
breakdown:
BASE SCOPE OF SERVICES (as referenced in Item II above – broken down below):
$1,100
Tier One
FA/FP Plan Review
$1,100

IV. TERMS AND CONDITIONS & ACCEPTANCE
The terms set forth in this Proposal, the Scope(s) of Service(s), and the Professional Fees & Expenses
attached hereto or included herein, and any other attached exhibits, if any, are subject to the
Consultant’s General Terms and Conditions as found in AIA C401 “Architect Consultant Agreement”
Either the Client’s signature of this Proposal, or the Client’s payment of any sum due according to
this Proposal, shall constitute the Client’s full acceptance of this Proposal, any attachment hereto,
and the General Terms and Conditions governing this Proposal. Once this Proposal has been
accepted by the Client as specified in the immediately preceding sentence, this Proposal with any
attachment or exhibit hereto, the Scope(s) of Service(s), and the Professional Fees & Expenses
attached hereto or included herein, together with and subject to the Consultant’s General Terms
and Conditions, shall become the full and binding Agreement between the Parties.
By accepting this Proposal, Client acknowledges and understands that:
I.

In signing or otherwise accepting this Proposal, Client affirmatively represents that it has read
and understood Consultant’s General Terms and Conditions;

II.

Client is solely responsible for reading and understanding Consultant’s General Terms and
Conditions, which are binding on the Parties; and

III. Consultant would not have entered into any agreement with Client but for Client’s reading,
understanding, and acceptance of the Consultant’s General Terms and Conditions.
By signing below, the Parties explicitly accept the terms of this Proposal, and agree to be legally
bound by all terms and conditions of this Agreement, including any attachment or exhibit hereto,
the Base Scope of Work & Fee Breakdown, and the General Terms and Conditions.
This Agreement is entered into by the Parties as of this ____ day of ____________________, 20____ (the
“Effective Date”).

SLS FIRE, INC. | SLSFIRE.COM
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64 Westbourne Terrace
Proposal for Third Party Review Services
4/27/2021 | SLSBOS9000.30.01
© 2020 SLS Consulting, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

INFORMED CONSENT OF OWNER
I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD ALL THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS PROPOSAL, IN ANY
ATTACHMENT HERETO, AND IN THE APPLICABLE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS. I HAD
TIME AND OPPORTUNITY TO CONSULT WITH MY ATTORNEY BEFORE ENTERING INTO THIS
AGREEMENT. I FREELY AND WILLINGLY AGREE TO ALL THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS
PROPOSAL, ANY ATTACHMENT HERETO, AND THE APPLICABLE GENERAL TERMS AND
CONDITIONS.
Owner:

__________________________________________________________________

By:

__________________________________________________________________
Name:
Title:

Consultant: SLS Fire
By:

__________________________________________________________________
Eric Montplaisir, P.E.
Principal Fire Protection Engineer

SLS No. SLSBOS9000.30.01

SLS FIRE, INC. | SLSFIRE.COM
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BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL EXPANSION

			AGENDA
• INTRODUCTION
• SCHEDULE
• PROJECT UPDATE
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BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL EXPANSION – PROJECT TIMELINE

BROOKLINE
HIGH
SCHOOLEXPANSION
BROOKLINE
HIGH
SCHOOL
EXPANSION
MAY
13,13,
2021
May
2021

2
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BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL EXPANSION – Cypress Playground

HIGH SCHOOL
SCHOOLEXPANSION
BROOKLINE HIGH
EXPANSION
MAY
13, 2021
2021
May 13,
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CAMPUS-WIDE MULTIPLE CONSTRUCTION
LOGISTICS PLAN VIEW.
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E PROJECTS Main Campus
June 15, 2021Aug 13, 2021

CYPRESS PLAYGROUND PROJECT
Mar 2021- Aug 2022
Traffic Signal
Improvements
Oct/Nov 2021

PROJ C:
STEM
ADDITION
SubComp
July 2021

STREET IMPROVEMENTS/TRAFFIC
SIGNAL/STREET PAINTING Summer 2022

PROJ A: 22
TAPPAN NEW
CONSTRUCTION

UAB
PROJ B: TAPPAN GYM
Mar 2021- Oct 2021

KIRRANE POOL

SubComp Nov
2021

PROJ F: Misc.
DEFERRED
MAINTENANCE
PROJECTS
- Remove
Underground
Storage Tanks
Summer 2022

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL EXPANSION
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PROJ F: Misc. DEFERRED
MAINTENANCE
PROJECTS:
Kirrane 6/15/21 thru
8/15/21
UAB 6/15/21 thru 10/15/21
(Boiler B-2); other boiler
work thru 12/1/21

PROJ H: MBTA
STATION
IMPROVEMENTS
Target Dec. 2021
or sooner
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CAMPUS PLAN

BHS
CYPRESS FIELD
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WING

TAPPAN /
KIRRANE
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UAB

22 TAPPAN
BUILDING
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GOAL: CREATE A UNIFIED CAMPUS
Bring 9th graders to rest of campus
• World Languages (Main Building)
• Electives (Unified Arts Building /Main Building)
• Health & Fitness (Tappan)

Bring 10-12th graders to 22 Tappan
ET

BROOKLINE
HIGH SCHOOL
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Optional courses:
DA
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AVE

- Social & Racial Justice
• Advanced Placement (AP) Physics
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NEW, WELCOMING “FRONT PORCHES” UNIFY BHS CAMPUS

FRONTING A CIVIC GREEN

Strengthen sense of civic institution
around Cypress Field
• STEM Wing: Create gracious New Entry to Main
Building campus
• 22 Tappan: Lean-in toward Cypress Field

CYPRESS FIELD
& PLAYGROUND

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL EXPANSION
MAY 13, 2021

STUDENTS HANGING OUT ON GREENOUGH STREET AFTER SCHOOL

PAGE 9

MAKING A LARGE SCHOOL FEEL SMALLER
Engage All Students
Interdisciplinary classrooms origanization
Flexible classroom seating and teaching arrangments
Front porch on 22 Tappan and STEM
See and be seen at Cafeteria
Spaces for Collaboration
Breakout spaces adjacent to labs and classrooms
extend the teaching environment into the hallway
Existing picnic table on 3rd floor of the High School

Places for Serendipitous Interaction
A range of spaces from grand to intimate for students
to study and gather
Adult Presence on Each Floor
Dispersed Admin offices and faculty offer opportunities
for student faculty engagement
Find Your Niche
Variety of places to gather, study in groups, seek help,
get engaged
Picnic Table in the new STEM Wing
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PROJECT
SUSTAINABILITY
SITE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION BY END-USE (EXTENDED OCCUPANCY)
SITE ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY END-USE (EXTENDED OCCUPANCY)
10.4%
0.3%

0.4%

13.3%

6.9%

8.6%
0.7%
14.3%
0.6%
0.7%
3.2%

7.6%

7.4%

52.3

29.8*

kBtu/sf-Yr EUI

kBtu/sf-Yr EUI

10.8%

5.2%
0.2%

Lights

7.6%Misc. Equip
Gas Heating

12.9%

111

1.8%

Space Cooling

kBtu/sf-Yr
EUI

3.2%

Electric Heating

Ligh

15.2% 5.0%
0.3%
11.3%

Mis

Gas

75

Spa

Elec

kBtu/sf-Yr
EUI

Pumps & Aux
Vent Fans

Pum

Ven

DHW

53.4%

59.8%

71.5%

DHW

62.1%

Exterior Lighting
Heat Rejection

Hea

90.1 2010 BASELINE
22
TAPPAN
DESIGN
CASE

LEED
CERTIFIABLE
90.1 2010
BASELINE

Exte

DESIGNWING
CASE
STEM

KEY ENERGY CONSERVATION *Design
MEASURES:
Case EUI includes energy use savings from On-Site PV

b. Alternate Schedule – Standard School Hours Only

• PERIMETER FIN TUBE FOR OFF HOURS HEATING REDUCES ENERGY COSTS

The following tables summarize energy use and cost results for the Baseline and the Proposed Design with standard h
– 3p.m. The school is assumed to remain closed on weekends and during summer and winter breaks. Also inclu
Hours8a.m.
Only
savings and GHG emissions reduction for the Design compared to the Baseline.

chedule –•Standard
School
PARTIAL
COOLING

REDUCES SUMMER ENERGY USE

marize energy
use and cost resultsNATURAL
for the BaselineLIGHT
and the Proposed Design with standard hours of operation i.e. Monday - Friday
• ABUNDANT
Site Energy Use Savings (MMBtu/Yr)
l is assumed to remain closed on weekends and during summer / winter breaks. Also included are the estimated source energy savings
Gas
Space
Electric
Pumps &
Description
Lights
Misc.
Equip
Vent Fans
DHW
ction for the•Design
compared
to
the
Baseline.
HIGH EFFICIENCY VAV MECHANICAL UNITS WITH
RECOVERY
CAPABILITY
Heating ENERGY
Cooling
Heating
Aux

uip

LEED Baseline

357.7

506.6

5,537.0

225.8

-

52.9

812.7

1.8

Total
2.2

EUI
92.7
776.7
62.1
(kBtu/SF-yr)
% Savings776.8
94.3
62.1

1.8
4,826.0

92.4 -

• HIGHLY
WALLS- Alternate
AND ROOF
GLASS
Case(MMBtu/Yr)
224.0 AND
506.6 HIGH
3,242.0PERFORMANCE
169.3
2.2
94.5
776.8
Site EnergyINSULATED
Use Design
Savings
Schedule

Option 1- Alt Glazing
Gas
Space
Electric
Pumps &
Vent Fans
Option 2 - AltAux
Roof
Heating
Cooling
Heating
Option 3 - Alt11.6
Glazing + Alt 438.2
Roof
BROOKLINE HIGH226.3
SCHOOL EXPANSION 0.0
3106.0
MAY 13, 2021

224.0

506.6
Exterior
DHW224.0
506.6
Lighting
506.6
81.2224.0
21.8

• PV READY ROOF ALONG BRINGTON ROAD

3,165.0

Heat
3,258.0
Rejection
3,182.0
0

165.5
Solar
PV
169.2
Offset
165.3

776.8

62.0
62.1

62.1
40.8
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22 TAPPAN: MAJOR PUBLIC SPACES FRONTING CYPRESS FIELD (LEVEL 1)

ING

TO

NR

OA

D

CAFETERIA
SEATING

CYPR

ES S

STRE

ET

BR

SERVERY

THEATER
22

CAFETERIA
SEATING

CAFETERIA
SEATING
FRONT
PORCH

TA P PA N ST R EE T

LEVEL 1
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22 TAPPAN: MAJOR PUBLIC SPACES FRONTING CYPRESS FIELD (LEVEL 2)

ING

TO

NR

OA

D

CYPR

ES S

STRE

ET

BR

LIBRARY

TAPPAN
CONF.
ROOM

THEATER
22
BELOW

CAFETERIA BELOW

TA P PA N ST R EE T

LEVEL 2
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22 TAPPAN: INTERDISCIPLINARY CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION
PURPOSE BUILT PROGRAM

BRINGTON
ROAD

PHYSICS
GUIDANCE / SPEC ED.
FLEXIBLE USE PROGRAM
MATH
SOCIAL STUDIES

CYPRESS
STREET

ENGLISH
COLLABORATION SPACE

PHYSICS

PHYSICS

AP
PHYSICS

LEVEL 3
BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL EXPANSION
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COLLABORATION/
BREAKOUT
SPACE

AP
PHYSICS

TAPPAN STREET
PAGE 15

TAPPAN STREET “FRONT PORCH”
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TAPPAN STREET “FRONT PORCH”
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VIEW FROM THE 22 TAPPAN FRONT PORCH
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22 TAPPAN - FRONT PORCH
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22 TAPPAN RENDERING - FRONT PORCH
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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CAFETERIA
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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SOUTH COLLABORATION
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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SOUTH COLLABORATION
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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PHYSICS COLLABORATION
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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PHYSICS COLLABORATION
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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1ST FLOOR HALLWAY
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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1ST FLOOR HALLWAY
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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CLASSROOM
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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CLASSROOM
CLASSROOM
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STEM WING
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STEM WING - MAY 2021
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STEM WING RENDERING
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STEM WING: CREATE A MAJOR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING ENTRANCE
QUAD

DN

A major building entrance sized to
accommodate student preference for
entry here:

DN

ELEV
CONTROL
ROOM
172 SF

55' - 6"

DN

ELEVATOR
01

ELEC
CLOS
49 SF

• 20’ wide entry hallway

DN

STAFF
WORK
SPACE
175 SF

CAFE
SEATING
3079 SF

MEN
219 SF
56' - 4"

DN

• Accessible entrance

WOMEN
225 SF

SCIENCE
RESOURCE
ROOM
1199 SF

SCI. RESOURCE

• Direct access to staircase connecting floors 2 & 3

SEATING
AREA

STAFF
50 SF

CUST.
44 SF

DEPT.
HEAD
OFFICE
144 SF

SCIENCE
STAFF
622 SF

STAFF
WORK
SPACE
194 SF

FACULTY

DN

LEVEL 1 FLOOR PLAN

STOR.
146 SF

Connecting to the Quad
DN

VESTIBULE
95 SF

COLLABORATION
286 SF
SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
1040 SF

KITCHEN
OFFICE
87 SF

MAKERSPACE

• New doorway to the Quad
• Abundant glazing for views to the Quad
• Gathering / seating area adjacent to the Quad

RAMP

DRY
STOR
BHS
CULINARY
KITCHEN
1871 SF

KITCHEN

Expanding Cafeteria Seating

CUST.

• Seating area facing the Quad expands cafeteria

55' - 0"

UP
UP
DN

capacity at peak lunch hours

UTENSILS +
CONDIMENTS

FUTURE
SECURITY
DESK (NIC)

ENTRY
AREA
450 SF

UP

MOVEABLE
PAY STATIONS

BHS
CULINARY
ARTS
1248 SF

AN
TAPP

CAFE

VESTIBULE
313 SF

E
STRE

Showcase Culinary Arts

T

• The Culinary Arts Cafe is connected directly to
the 1st floor seating area and major new entry

1/8" = 1'-0"

10/17/201
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LEVEL 1

MAJOR
NEW
ENTRY
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STEM WING VIEW TOWARDS CULINARY ARTS CAFE
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STEM WING VIEW TOWARDS CULINARY ARTS CAFE
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1ST FLOOR SEATING AREA WITH VIEWS TO THE QUAD
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1ST FLOOR SEATING AREA WITH VIEWS TO THE QUAD
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1ST FLOOR COLLABORATION SPACE
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1ST FLOOR COLLABORATION SPACE
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STEM WING: A NEW HUB FOR SCIENCE
Science Crossroads:
• Views to the exterior
• Collaboration spaces at the end of
CHEM
CLASSLAB

BIO
CLASSLAB

the hallway
• Flex Classroom on Level 2

Interdisciplinary:

BIO
CLASSLAB

CHEM
CLASSLAB

• Biology & Chemistry on each floor

UP
COLLAB/
BREAKOUT

BIO
CLASSLAB

CROSSROADS

CONFERENCE
ROOM

BIO
CLASSLAB
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CHEM
CLASSLAB

COLLAB/
BREAKOUT

LEVEL 3

CHEM
CLASSLAB
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VIEW TOWARDS NORTH COLLABORATION (2ND FLOOR)
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VIEW TOWARDS NORTH COLLABORATION (2ND FLOOR)
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VIEW OF GRAND STAIR & SOUTH COLLABORATION (3RD FLR)
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VIEW OF GRAND STAIR & SOUTH COLLABORATION (3RD FLR)
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BIOLOGY LAB / CLASSROOM
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BIOLOGY LAB / CLASSROOM
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THIRD FLOOR RENOVATION
SE OFF.

SE OFF.

366C
127 SF

366D
106 SF

SE OFF.

SCIENCE
CLASSROOM
351
938 SF

MECH

353B
236 SF

353A
225 SF

354B
139 SF

357A
354C
117 SF MEETING ROOM 104 SF

OFF.
354A
125 SF

RECEP.
354
154 SF

354D
324 SF

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

357
959 SF

360
1015 SF

WOMEN'S RESTRM
358B
131 SF

CLASSROOM
361
683 SF

COMP-SCI
CLASSROOM

STAIR

371
814 SF

370
1073 SF

366B COLLAB SPACE
150 SF
366
540 SF

OFF.

OFF.

OFF.
OFFICE

375A
534 SF

375B
164 SF

366A
112 SF
ELEV.
418
73 SF

SE CONFERENCE
ROOM

380B
514 SF

EXCEL WAITING
AREA

EXCEL OFFICE
377A
123 SF

CLASSROOM
372
739 SF

369
516 SF

EXCEL
CLASSROOM

380A
504 SF

EXCEL CAREER
CENTER

IT ROOM

364
660 SF

EXCEL
CLASSROOM

EXCEL SCIENCE
ELL-SEI
CLASSROOM

BUSINESS
CLASSROOM

376A
568 SF

COOL DOWN AREA
376B
118 SF
EXCEL
CLASSROOM

EXCEL OFFICE
377B
96 SF

380C
524 SF

CORRIDOR

DN

STAIR

ACE SCIENCE

CLASSROOM

352
721 SF

350
694 SF

SE OFFICE

MEN'S RESTRM

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

358A
230 SF

358
631 SF

359
959 SF

362
878 SF

LEARNING
CENTER

HALLWAY

365
129 SF
SE OFFICE
365A
87 SF

CLASSROOM
373
827 SF

OFFICE
367
STRG 318 SF
367A
63 SF

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

378
853 SF

368
1068 SF

STAIR
CLASSROOM
379
973 SF

LEARNING
CENTER TUTORIAL

OFFICE LEARNING
CENTER
348A
348
113 SF
620 SF

General Use Classroom

LEARNING
CENTER
348
620 SF

363
502 SF

CLASSROOM
347
711 SF

CLASSROOM

374
432 SF

Science Lab / Classroom
Special Education

345
924 SF

Offices
Business Classroom
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324

322

OFF
300 SF

CHORUS
1130 SF

KLINE, MA

Third Floor

OKLINE HIGH SCHOOL
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318A

BLACK
BOX
1940 SF

313

310A

OFF
50 SF

301

CR
750 SF

302

CR
740 SF

307

CR
755 SF

309

CR
720 SF

DEAN
RECEPT
POON’S 170 SF
OFF
310
150 SF

312

OFF
150 SF

314

BALC
2220 SF

335B

DEAN’S BL TM MTG

335A

CR
510 SF

335C

CR
530 SF

317K

OFF
150 SF

300

CR
740 SF

303

CR
720 SF

308

CR
740 SF

311

LC
740 SF

317J

OFF
140 SF

318A

CR
740 SF

332

OFF
410 SF

336

CR
750 SF

385A

CR
950 SF

387

CR
580 SF

388

CR
690 SF

395

CR
630 SF

342

385

CR
570 SF

396

BOOK
STOR
400 SF

394

389

390

BOOK
STOR
400 SF

SS
RES
710 SF

384

CR
1010 SF

COMP
LAB
820 SF

ENG
RES
690 SF

383

345

382

CR
950 SF

381

CR
730 SF

386

CR
670 SF

347

348

BIO PREP
580 SF

BIO CR
730 SF

CR
660 SF
392

BIO CR
860 SF

CR
590 SF

393

346

CR
830 SF

EXISTING FLOOR PLAN

340

344

BIO
CR
650 SF STOR

CR
490 SF

343

341

CR
740 SF

CR
640 SF

CR
640 SF

GREENOUGH STREET - LEVEL 3

379

PHYS CR
840 SF

378

PHYS CR
820 SF

372

CHEM CR
800 SF

368

CHEM CR
1020 SF

SILENT
367
TEACHING RM

STAFF
LUNCH RM
460 SF
363

362

BIO CR
970 SF

359

CHEM CR
900 SF

358

CHEM CR
650 SF

360

BIO CR
930 SF

352

AP CHEM
LAB
690 SF

377

PHYS
550 SF

372

CHEM
STOR
440 SF

369

PHYS
CR
550 SF

364

0’

20’

40’

William Rawn Associates, Architects, In

380

PHYS CR
850 SF

376

CHEM CR
1030 SF

375

CHEM CR
930 SF

371

CHEM CR
910 SF

370

PHYS/CHEM CR
1090 SF

366

PHYS CR
1240 SF

CHEM CR
620 SF

361

CHEM CR
690 SF

360

BIO CR
970 SF

357

BIO CR
950 SF

354

BIO CR
890 SF

353B

LAB AID

351

BIO CR
1060 SF

3RD FLOOR RENOVATION SCOPE
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3RD FLOOR RENOVATION SCOPE
SE OFF.

SE OFF.

366C
127 SF

366D
106 SF

SE OFF.

SCIENCE
CLASSROOM
351
938 SF

OFFICE

MECH

353B
236 SF

353A
225 SF

354B
139 SF

357A
354C
117 SF MEETING ROOM 104 SF

OFF.
354A
125 SF

RECEP.
354
154 SF

354D
324 SF

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

357
959 SF

360
1015 SF

WOMEN'S RESTRM
358B
131 SF

CLASSROOM
361
683 SF

COMP-SCI
CLASSROOM

STAIR

375A
534 SF

ELL-SEI
CLASSROOM

BUSINESS
CLASSROOM

371
814 SF

370
1073 SF

366B COLLAB SPACE
150 SF
366
540 SF

OFF.

OFF.

OFF.

375B
164 SF

364
660 SF

ELEV.
418
73 SF

SE CONFERENCE
ROOM

380B
514 SF

EXCEL WAITING
AREA

EXCEL OFFICE
377A
123 SF

CLASSROOM
372
739 SF

369
516 SF

EXCEL
CLASSROOM

380A
504 SF

EXCEL CAREER
CENTER

IT ROOM
366A
112 SF

EXCEL
CLASSROOM

EXCEL SCIENCE

376A
568 SF

COOL DOWN AREA
376B
118 SF
EXCEL
CLASSROOM

EXCEL OFFICE
377B
96 SF

380C
524 SF

CORRIDOR

DN

STAIR

ACE SCIENCE

CLASSROOM

352
721 SF

350
694 SF

SE OFFICE

MEN'S RESTRM

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

358A
230 SF

358
631 SF

359
959 SF

362
878 SF

LEARNING
CENTER

HALLWAY

General Use Classroom

LEARNING
CENTER
CLASSROOM
347
711 SF

CLASSROOM

SE OFFICE
365A
87 SF

CLASSROOM
373
827 SF

OFFICE
367
STRG 318 SF
367A
63 SF

CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM

378
853 SF

368
1068 SF

STAIR
CLASSROOM
379
973 SF

LEARNING
CENTER TUTORIAL

OFFICE LEARNING
CENTER
348A
348
113 SF
620 SF

348
620 SF

363
502 SF

365
129 SF

374
432 SF

Science Lab / Classroom
Special Education

345
924 SF

Offices
Business Classroom
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TAPPAN RENOVATION
EXTENT OF EXISTING
CANOPY ABOVE
FOOTPRINT OF
CURRENT DESIGN

PROPOSED DESIGN
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CONSTRUCTION PHOTO: VIEW TOWARDS GRAND STAIR
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TAPPAN GYM RENDERING: VIEW TOWARDS GRAND STAIR
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CONSTRUCTION PHOTO: VIEW TOWARDS FITNESS
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TAPPAN GYM RENDERING: VIEW TOWARDS FITNESS
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CONSTRUCTION PHOTO: VIEW TOWARDS KIRRANE
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TAPPAN GYM RENDERING: VIEW TOWARDS KIRRANE
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CULINARY ARTS CAFE & KITCHEN
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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PHYSICS COLLABORATION
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22 TAPPAN BUILDING
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PHYSICS COLLABORATION
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BIOLOGY LAB / CLASSROOM
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END
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BROOKLINE
BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS 02445
PHONE 617-730-2425
FAX 617-730-2108

V. JAMES MARINI
INTERIM SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

MARY ELLEN NORMEN
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE

Financial Update
Quarter Report Revised
As of May 12, 2021
(Operating Budget Only)

3rd+

The Public Schools of Brookline continues to experience a budget deficit as we have reopened
schools in a hybrid schedule and offer a Remote Learning Academy. The operating budget closed
on May 1. Special Education, Grants and Revolving Funds will close on June 1. The action
required for the School Committee to take at their next meeting is to request a $1.3M Reserve
Fund Transfer from the Select Board to close out the FY 2021 budget in balance. The School
Committee must also take action to approve the interim payment/assessment to EDCO to close
the program (documents attached and funding included in the projected deficit)
AVAILABLE
YTD EXPENDED Payroll Proj Bal ENCUMBRA
% USED
BUDGET
NCE/ REQ
51 SALARIES
$ 105,221,815 $ 1,837,470 $ 107,059,285 $ 88,459,587 $ 19,598,968 $ 139,047 $ (1,138,317) 101.1%
52 OUTSIDE SERVICES
$ 2,415,842 $ (711,967) 107.4%
Out of District Tuition, $ 9,758,338 $ (90,260) $ 9,668,078 $ 7,964,203
Transportation, Contracted
Services, Software
53 SUPPLIES
$ 1,737,101 $ 14,352 $ 1,751,453 $ 1,048,663
$ 147,001 $ 555,789 68.3%
Instructional Materials
55 OTHER CHARGES
$ 1,065,096 $ (11,562) $ 1,053,534 $
241,913
$ 501,299 $ 310,321 70.5%
Financial Assistance ($175k),
Special Education Reserve ($475K),
Professional Development
56 UTILITIES
$
7,350 $
$
7,350 $
4,717
$
2,633 $
100.0%
Gasoline for Athletics and
Operations
5A BUDGETTED CAPITAL
$ 1,209,290 $
$ 1,209,290 $
959,576
$ 93,597 $ 156,117 87.1%
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

ORIGINAL
APPROP

TRANFRS/
ADJSMTS

REVISED
BUDGET

Clasrrom Furniture/Equipment,
Computer Leases
$ 118,998,990 $ 1,750,000 $ 120,748,990 $ 98,678,659 $ 19,598,968 $ 3,299,419 $ (828,057) 100.7%
Substitutes For May through June
Special Education Closing Request (legal, tuitions, settlements)
Grant/Revolving Fund Deficit Support (e.g. BA&CE)

(200,000)
(100,000)
(100,000)

Current Projected Deficit $ (1,228,057)

The deficit increased from the last report on from just over $803k to $1.3M as we continue to
 support students in the Remote Learning Academy;
 pay for both a long-term substitutes and leave of absence costs $200K through June;
 Fund $197,483 for EDCO Collaborative financial impact of the closure for FY 21
1





Experience budget pressure from mandated special education costs (memo attached).
Carry up to $200K for a projected BA&CE deficit that will close out to them as the fiscal
year closes.
Hold budget freeze through the end of the fiscal year as encumbrances are liquidated
through the invoice payment process.

We have utilized all sources of funds legally available to us. The offset of $1,1M of the $2.6M
identified to open the RLA has been removed from the operating budget to the Town Cares Fund.
The Finance Team was able to identify more than $2.6 Million in staffing costs and over $100,
000 in instructions supplies and materials that were necessary to operate the RLA.
Since November, PSB froze approximately $1.2M in expense lines (Contracted Services, Supplies,
Other, Equipment). We are currently showing a projected available balance of approximately
$210K in the expense lines after holding back reserve amounts. The Salaries for FY21 are
projected to be in deficit over $1.4M.
As we continue to the close of the fiscal year, the Finance team will continue to
 Review and close open purchase orders and open requisitions ($3.2M) for the necessity
of those funds as the fiscal year begins to wind down into the spring.
 Review expenditure transactions in Departments that have negative balances. We have
confirmed and completed all transfers to ESSER I, Town Cares, CvRF, Technology grants
or other miscoding of charges. Some deficits are caused by charging line items correcting,
budgeting line items incorrectly.
 Release for use the funds generated from Transportation of approximately $392K due to
the shorter school year and fewer special education vans needed.
We can no longer holding in reserve the following:
 Special Education Reserve of $475K for tuitions. Funds have been used transfers are in
process as of the writing of this report.
 $255K in reserve for Custodial Expenses
 $492K is reserve to fund unknown and unanticipated special education expense lines for
settlements, legal expenses, compensatory services, and other identified student
supports in process of being implemented.
 Financial Assistance reserve of $175K for distribution as the spring comes forward,
vaccine is available, and field trips or other fee-based activities may resume.
Please note: Special Education Tuition and six (6) grade level teachers are encumbered against
the Special Revenue Accounts used to offset the Operating Budget (Circuit Breaker and Materials
Fee/Tuition respectively). They are not shown as an expense or an offset as typically included
our reports.
Attached is the Office of Student Services 3rd Quarter Report.
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TO:

V. James Marini, Interim Superintendent of Schools, Mary Ellen Normen,
Deputy Superintendent for Administration and Finance, Casey Ngo-Miller,
Deputy Superintendent for the Office of Student Services

FROM:

Michael D’Onofrio, Finance Manager, Office of Student Services

RE:

3rd Quarter Special Education Projection

DATE:

May 10, 2021

The memo serves as the third quarter FY2021 Projection for Special Education. The 3rd
Quarter report showed projected expenditures of $7,297,011 against a budget of $6,921,000,
leaving a deficit of $376,011 at the end of March. We have consistently seen an increase in the
number of placements since the beginning of the school year. During the 1st Quarter, 9
additional students were placed out of district. During the period October – December (2nd
Fiscal Quarter), we added 3 more students to our original projection from February of 2020
upon which the budget was built. Since then, another 4 students have entered out of district
placements, for a total of 16 overall. Some of these costs are one time retroactive payments,
while others had program reconstruction cost increases approved by OSD since July 1st of 2020.
For example, one schools daily rate jumped from $298.43 to $407.82, a $25K increase for the
year. Another school, where we have 4 students placed, had their daily rate increase from
$462.79 to $554.31. This had a $79,073.28 impact on our projection for the rest of the year, and
further impacts FY2022’s budget need. Some agreements had retroactive payments which will
not impact FY2022.

FY2020
Programs with Other School
Budgeted
9000 Series
Districts
Head Count
9100 Tuition to Mass. Schools
1
9200 Tuition to Out-of-State Schools
4
9300 Tuition to Non-Public Schools
62
9400 Tuition to Collaboratives
3
Total
70
*9300 Series includes $2,572,839 in Circuit Breaker Funding

$
$
$
$
$

FY2020
Budget
44,376
254,326
5,619,590
133,568
6,051,860

FY2020 Actual
$
53,257
$ 222,880
$ 5,599,049
$
74,103
$ 5,949,290

FY2021
Budgeted
Head Count
1
2
61
3
67

Q3FY2021
FY2021
Projected
Budget* Head Count
$ 48,034
1
$ 306,642
1
$ 6,425,136
76
$ 141,188
5
$ 6,921,000
83

$
$
$
$
$

Q3FY2021
Projected
55,920
174,753
6,729,676
336,662
7,297,011

Variance
(Head
Count)
(1)
15
2
16

Variance $
$
(7,886)
$ 131,889
$ (304,540)
$ (195,474)
$ (376,011)
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The third quarter projection includes all students currently at out of district placements. While
we continue to monitor potential additional outplacements (i.e.: ‘The Watchlist”), the number of
students currently placed out has increased from December 31st from 79 to 83.
Contractual Services
Our contracted services projection is under budget as of 3/31/2021 by $35,628, which includes
IDEA Grant funding, but this expense is highly variable based on the predictability of services
provided, particularly in regards to 45-day placements and the need for evaluations in other
languages, and, as will be detailed later in this report, by a spike in Legal Services costs.

ORG
BHS
BHS
BHS
BHS
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System

OBJECT
521800
522016
524633
528080
521530
521800
522030
523020
523090
524002
524005
524008
524010
524013
524020
524526
525002
528010

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
521800 ONLINE BOOKS,SUBSCRIP A
522016 COMPUTER SOFTWARE R & M
524633 FIELD TRIPS
528080 SUBSCRIPTIONS
521530 BOTTLED WATER SERVICE
521800 ONLINE BOOKS,SUBSCRIP A
522030 EDUCATION EQUIP R & M
523020 SOFTWARE LICENSES
523090 OTHER RENTALS/LEASES
524002 OFFICE/CLERICAL SERVICE
524005 MEDICAL/HOSPITAL SERViC
524008 GENERAL CONSULT SERVICE
524010 PROFESSIONAL/TECH SERVI
524013 TRANSLATION SERVICES
524020 LEGAL SERVICES
524526 ANCILLARY THERAPY SERVI
525002 WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
528010 BANKING SERVICES
52 OUTSIDE SERVICES

ORIGINAL APPROP
$
$
$
7,000
$
$
$
42,000
$
$
$
750
$
$
125,000
$
409,522
$
$
$
40,000
$
110,000
$
1,000
$
$
735,272

YTD EXPENDED
$
210
$
358
$
$
664
$
$
42,620
$
150
$
5,262
$
$
642
$
$
62,385
$
11,138
$
37,733
$
92,921
$
56,197
$
$
30
$
310,309

ENCUMBRANCE/REQ
$
$
$
$
$
80
$
21,966
$
$
195
$
$
258
$
20,004
$
40,254
$
42,651
$
34,052
$
7,079
$
219,662
$
3,135
$
$
389,334

AVAILABLE BUDGET
$
(210)
$
(358)
$
7,000
$
(664)
$
(80)
$
(22,586)
$
(150)
$
(5,457)
$
750
$
(900)
$
104,996
$
306,884
$
(53,788)
$
(71,785)
$
(60,000)
$
(165,859)
$
(2,135)
$
(30)
$
35,628

We have four contracts that currently exceed $50,000:







The Brookline Center for Community Mental Health, which administers the BRYT
(Bridge for Resilient Youth In Transition) Program and provides program coordination
and consultation services, as well as Crisis Intervention Services on an as needed basis.
Gateways Access to Jewish Education, who manages our Proportionate Share Allocation
Services for private schools in Brookline who access therapeutic services as required by
the IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act) grant funding that the district
receives.
The Landmark School, which oversees the Landmark School Outreach Program,
designed to administer professional development to program staff in the areas of
language based learning disabilities. Our staff is trained in intensive interventions in
reading and writing, using nationally acclaimed techniques such as the Wilson Reading
and Orton-Gillingham methods.
Stoneman, Chandler and Miller, our legal services provider.

We also contract with a number of consultants and providers in the range of $10,000 - $50,000.
These varied district wide programs include:
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The Public Schools of Brookline’s District Wide Physician
Behavioral Safety Training Services
Online specialized learning platforms/subscriptions
Orientation and Mobility Services
Medicaid Claiming Processing Services
Tutoring Services for Students
Neuropsychological Evaluations
Individualized Services for students who are in Out of District Programs, but require
additional therapeutic services.

Many of the contracted services we provide are a collection of individual evaluations that are
required but not frequent enough that we would hire staff to perform them. Typically these are
related to language based evaluations in speech, language or auditory/visual disabilities.
Legal Services
Over the past 8 years, our Legal Services budget has been extremely stable, until last year. In
FY20, our legal costs almost doubled, leading to a $30K deficit in that line item. Anticipating
that this might not be a one year anomaly, we increased our budget 25% (from $40,000 to
$50,000). Unfortunately, there were an even higher number of settlement agreements that had
to be negotiated as we advocate to place our students in schools where they can best succeed.
We have worked with the Town’s Counsel in past years to utilize in house attorneys when
possible to mitigate costs. This may be worth pursuing as more students seek outside
placements, particularly in light of the effects of the pandemic.
Outside Legal Counsel - Stoneman, Chandler and Miller LLP (and other engaged
firms pending individual settlement agreements)
Fiscal Year
Legal Budget
Legal Expense Surplus/Deficit
FY14
$
40,000.00 $
30,496.99 $
9,503.01
FY15
$
40,000.00 $
40,180.47 $
(180.47)
FY16
$
40,000.00 $
40,328.46 $
(328.46)
FY17
$
40,000.00 $
21,502.39 $ 18,497.61
FY18
$
40,000.00 $
43,610.85 $
(3,610.85)
FY19
$
40,000.00 $
40,481.72 $
(481.72)
FY20
$
40,000.00 $
70,087.21 $ (30,087.21)
FY21 (YTD through December) $
50,000.00 $
65,653.00 $ (15,653.00)
FY21 (Projected)
$
50,000.00 $ 101,066.68 $ (51,066.68)

Transportation Services
Conversely, our Transportation Services costs for Special Education are significantly below our
budgeted figure. In FY21, the transportation budget was level funded at $2,133,722. The 2nd
Quarter projection calculated our final expense to be $1,662,805, which left us with a surplus of
$470,917. Although we have added additional buses/vans as more students are placed out, the
3

3rd Quarter projection continues to have a surplus of $336,837. This can be utilized to offset
overages in out of district tuition costs, but it should be expected that FY2022 will be more in
line with the FY2021 budgeted amount as schools move from a hybrid model (transporting
many students 2-3 days per week in our day placements) to a fully in person learning experience
next year.
Recommendations
At this time, we recommend the following actions.
We are requesting a budget transfer from the Special Education Reserve Fund (budget line
327699-558080) in the amount of $225,000 (of the original budgeted line item of $475,000) and
$200,000 from the Special Education Transportation account (313028-524631). We
recommend allocating these funds to:
327699-529300 – Tuition to Non Public Schools - $400,000
327699-524020 – Legal Services - $25,000
We will continue to monitor the impact that new, unanticipated placements will have on the
FY2021 Budget.
Additionally, we will continue to review open Purchase Orders, in an effort to reduce/close
them and free up additional funding. As we get closer to the end of the year, some of our
contracts are underutilized based on the number of hours we’ve used in the past. We should
have a firmer number after paying bills for services rendered through April 30, 2021.

Other Factors/Concerns


There are students who are placed unilaterally by their parents out of district without the
Districts approval. That number currently sits at 20 as of December 31st.



The financial impact of new placements have a diminishing effect on the current years’
budget as we move through the school year, but do result in a negative way on
FY2022’s budget projection as they will most likely attend that school for the entirety of
next year.



We currently have no students in 45-day placements. We did have one in early
November that led to one of the nine additional placements since 9/30/2020. As a
reminder, 45 day evaluations often lead to additional placements out of district, which
has financial implications not only in the current year, but against next years’ budget
and, cumulatively, ones going forward.



FY2021’s projection includes anticipated Program Reconstruction costs for students
identified in those schools/programs. While these applications have not been approved
yet by DESE, it is expected that they will cause the final actual expense to rise slightly
depending on when and if they are approved and the effective date of the increased rate.
4

We have 2 students remaining who are currently in schools that have applied for
Program Reconstruction this year. The other 8 students who previously were identified
(of the 10 total at the beginning of the year) had their programs rate increase approved.


The FY2020 Circuit Breaker revenue amount used to establish the FY2021 budget was
approved by School Committee at $1,971,547. The FY2021 Initial Circuit Breaker
Claim, posted by DESE on October 19, 2020 and based on a 70% reimbursement rate
was $2,139,353. In December, DESE increased the reimbursement rate from 70% to
75%, raising the allocation to $2,292,164. This did not include additional transportation
funding that was established under the Student Opportunity Act of 2019, which has been
deferred until FY2022. Additionally, there was a carryforward fund balance in the
Circuit breaker account of $280,675. The net increase to the FY2021 adjusted budget,
pending school committee approval, is $601,292.
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EDCO COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMS*
Academic Programs
The North Crossing Academy Therapeutic Day Program (NCA) offers a range of services for
students in grades 6-12 who are diagnosed with clinical mental health emotional issues that
adversely impact their daily performance in the classroom academically as well as socially and
emotionally. NCA offers a comprehensive Therapeutic Day School Program that provides
educational instruction to students with unique academic, emotional, and social challenges by
offering a highly structured therapeutic environment while maintaining academic integrity.
The EDCO/NCA 45-Day Assessment Program serves students in grades 6 – 12 who are referred by their
school districts for an in-depth analysis of learning, social, emotional and/or behavioral needs. Curriculum
guidelines are obtained from the students’ home schools and lessons are designed to keep the students current
in academic subjects.
The Deaf and Hard of Hearing Program, in collaboration with Newton Public Schools, provides students with
academic and social emotional learning in both integrated and self-contained settings. Students enrolled in
general education courses receive instruction from a general education teacher with supplemental aids and
services as determined by their Individualized Education Plan (IEP). Self-contained classes, geared towards
individualized small group instruction, are taught by certified Teachers of the Deaf. All students have access to
the full-range of academic and extra-curricular offerings at both F.A. Day Middle School and Newton North
High School in addition to EDCO sponsored activities.
Students in the academic programs above will be assigned new placements by the sending districts
responsible for their IEPs.
EDCO Youth Alternative (EYA) provides a full academic program, along with counseling and related support
services, for students who have dropped out, are significantly at risk of dropping out, or are several years
delayed in earning a high school diploma. These students require a more supportive environment than a large,
traditional high school can offer. The program is funded by the City of Boston and Department of Labor
through the Mayor’s Office of Workforce Development, along with the Boston Public Schools. Students at
EYA enjoy small, accredited classes in regular high school subjects with the goal of attaining a BPS high
school diploma.
Students in the EYA are all Boston students. Boston Public Schools has several alternative programs to which
they may be assigned. Boston Public Schools can also seek a new partner to manage the program if they
chose. The contract with BPS expires June 2021.
Professional Development Programs
IDEAS builds upon EDCO’s mission to support member and non-member districts as they focus on culturally
proficient schools and classrooms. IDEAS offers professional learning opportunities to school districts as they
work to enhance the anti-racist and inclusive practices identified in Standards II and III of the MA Department
of Elementary and Secondary Education Model Teacher Rubric. In addition, IDEAS works with districts and
organizations to develop a range of professional development opportunities in cultural proficiency,
consultation about curriculum and developing culturally proficient classrooms and schools, affinity group

meetings for educators of color, and conferences for middle and high school students to help shape diversity
initiatives.
We will work with IDEAS to find the program a new “home.” At this time three organizations have indicated
interest in IDEAS.
EDCO’s Educator Leadership Institute (ELI) is a licensure program preparing teachers and administrators for
Principal/Assistant Principal PreK-8 or 5-12. Upon completion of the coursework, ELI endorses the cohort of
candidates to the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education for licensure.
Candidates may also choose to receive a Master’s Degree in partnership with Fitchburg State University.
Similarly, we will help ELI find a new partner. Two organizations are interested in ELI.
The McSwiney Center for Professional Learning provides professional learning programs,
networking opportunities, and special projects to assist member school districts in
strengthening their curriculum and instruction.
The McSwiney Center program goals are developed by district representatives on EDCO’s
Program Advisory Committee in concert with EDCO staff to address current issues and needs
across the collaborative.
The McSwiney Center has experienced declining enrollment over the past two years. Many
districts have developed their own comprehensive professional learning programs. In addition,
other districts have entered into regional collaborations to offer PD together in order to be
more cost efficient.
Grant Programs
The New England High School Equivalency Program (NE HEP) is grant funded through the
Office of Migrant Education of the US Department of Education since 2016. The program
supports migratory and seasonal farm workers in preparing and testing for the GED or high
school equivalency test (HiSET). The program works with graduates to achieve improved
employment, post-secondary education, or training. NE HEP serves students in Massachusetts,
Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine through a joint collaboration between EDCO, the
University of Vermont Extension Program, World Education Inc., and with the support of the
Migrant Education Programs in each of the four states.
The HEP contract with EDCO expires June 30, 2021. We have encouraged the program
director for HEP and the program director for the Migrant Education Project to explore
options that would benefit the students in both programs.
EDCO’s Habilitative Services Program at Wrentham Developmental Center (WDC) provides
therapeutic services to over 208 adult residents with intellectual disabilities, through a grant
awarded by the Department of Developmental Services. The Habilitative Services provided
by the team include adapted physical education, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and
orientation and mobility. Through these services, the team provides residents significant
opportunities for improved health, safety, recreation, and leisure throughout the year.
The contract with Wrentham expired December 31, 2020 but was extended for six months due
to COVID-19. The RFP for a new contract has been posted. The Department of
Developmental Services will choose another organization in accordance with procurement
regulations. We are encouraging other collaboratives to bid on the contract.

The Special Education Surrogate Parent (SESP) Program appoints trained volunteers to act as special
education decision-makers for students who have no parent or legal guardian. These students typically reside
in a variety of living situations that may include residential schools, group homes, hospitals or pediatric
nursing homes, state institutions, diagnostic placements, and shelters. The SESP Program works in
partnership with the Massachusetts Federation for Children with Special Needs, which is responsible for
volunteer recruitment, training, and support.
SESP is in the first year of a five-year grant. We will work with SESP, the Federation, and DESE to transfer
the grant to an appropriate partner.
The Experienced Directors of Special Education Institute is a grant-funded program in
partnership with Teachers 21. The program provides professional development to Special
Education administrators.
This grant expires June 30, 2021.
The IEP Improvement Project is intended “to improve outcomes for all students with disabilities
by providing guidance, technical assistance, and tools on equitable processes to school and
district professionals, families, and students so that all students with disabilities have meaningful
access to the curriculum frameworks and life of the school.” As the grant recipient, EDCO staff
manage the project in collaboration with DESE staff.
The grant expires on June 30, 2021.

*The programs listed are those programs currently running. Other programs and services listed
on the website ceased to run at the end of the 2019-20 school year or were suspended due to
COVID-19 for this year.
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EDCO Collaborative
Cyndy Taymore, Interim
Executive Director
36 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Friday, Feb. 26, 2021

Statement of EDCO Interim Executive
Director Cyndy Taymore
BEDFORD -- EDCO Collaborative Interim Executive Director Cyndy Taymore wishes to
provide the following statement regarding the status of the organization:
“The EDCO Collaborative has informed its 16 member districts that it has voted to
dissolve the Collaborative by mid-2022 due to insurmountable financial barriers. The
board voted to initiate dissolution on Feb. 10.
“For 50 years EDCO has served primarily as a professional development organization,
offering a wide range of professional learning opportunities for educators in its member
districts. These include networking and collaboration opportunities, diverse courses
covering such topics as multicultural education, the inclusion of students with
disabilities, ways to address the academic achievement gap, engaging students
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=1753022d13&view=pt&search=query&permmsgid=msg-a%3Ar7364938964016753593&dsqt=1&simpl=%23msg-f…
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through remote education and much more.
“EDCO also provides special education and alternative education programs for
students with disabilities and at-risk youth, and services paid for through a variety of
state and federally funded programs.
"The move toward dissolution is the result of myriad complex factors, including
increasingly challenging financial conditions brought on by the growing costs of
maintaining our operations, as well as decreased enrollment in professional
development and academic programming.
“Steps have been taken to reduce costs, such as running at reduced staffing levels, but
this has simply not been enough. The COVID-19 pandemic, while by no means the
catalyst for EDCO’s financial hardship, has created additional challenges that ultimately
cannot be overcome.
“Upon the dissolution of EDCO, districts have been informed, as per the governing
documents of the organization, that any outstanding debts will pass proportionally to
each member district, as well as former member districts. There are a number of issues
that must first be fully understood and resolved before the final cost of dissolving the
collaborative can be determined.
“We are committed to transparency in keeping all of our stakeholders, including districts
and the communities they serve, informed as we navigate this process. Between now
and March 30, as required by the collaborative's bylaws, member districts' school
committees will vote on the proposed dissolution."
###

Program Summary v4.docx
20K
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FY22 Budget Update:
Highlights from Superintendent Recommendations
May 2021
Introduction
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Public Schools of Brookline (PSB) over the course of FY2021
was significant. The district was faced with unprecedented challenges that required: the creation of the
Remote Learning Academy, a brand-new, fully online school for over 600 PSB students; considerable
investment in technology to enable remote access for all students while we operated in a remote and
hybrid model; reduction in class size to meet six-foot distancing requirements for students attending inperson classes; enhanced air ventilation systems in all schools to provide increased and improved air flow;
and other improvements and enhancements to keep students and staff safe. The collective cost for each
of these exceeded $4,855,500 and were met by Federal relief funds and the need for a Reserve Fund
Transfer request from the Town. In the end, we were able to meet the extraordinary financial,
programmatic, and logistical challenges during the COVID-19 pandemic through collaborative work with
the Town/School Partnership and the skilled guidance of Expert Advisory Panels made up of incredible
volunteer community members.
As the impact of the pandemic changed over the course of the school year, the school district remained
flexible and adaptable. In response to revised guidance from federal, state and local health authorities,
our staff responded accordingly. For example, school and student schedules were revised often and
learning models (hybrid instruction, remote instruction) were updated as conditions warranted. This level
of uncertainty was not ideal, however, in the face of this uncertainty, PSB educators remained resilient.
In order to keep the needs of students first, school administrators responded to questions and concerns
as they arose, families worked to support their children, and students adapted to the new technology
through which they would not learn. All of us became accustomed to using Zoom to meet, learn, and
teach. Through all of this uncertainty and upheaval everyone - schools, town, and community members worked together to address the daunting issues related to the pandemic in order to provide students with
the most consistent education possible under the circumstances.
As we plan for the 2021-2022 school year, and the return to more regular scheduling and programming,
we do so with an awareness to support the PSB’s mission to ensure that every student develops the skills
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and knowledge to pursue a productive and fulfilling life, to participate thoughtfully in a democracy, and
succeed in a diverse and evolving global society. Our primary focus remains high quality teaching and
learning for all students and especially for students in groups we know are disproportionately impacted
by opportunity and outcome gaps - including race, income, disability, and language status. This budget
prioritizes the staffing, program, and materials needed to ensure educators have the resources needed to
support the individual needs of all students.
The development of the FY22 budget involved the input of district leaders, principals, curriculum and
program coordinators, and department heads. All areas of the budget were reviewed through the lens of
School Committee guidelines, school needs, efficiencies, and impacts related to the pandemic. Through
this collaborative process, the FY22 budget:
●
●
●
●

Ensures that schools are well resourced with supplies and materials;
Enhances social emotional support for students;
Includes staffing levels to meet historical patterns and projected student enrollment; and
Restores central office positions to provide the infrastructure needed to support teachers and
program.

As of the April 29, 2021 School Committee meeting, the Committee voted to approve an Annual Town
Meeting budget request of $120,197,717 allocated between the Public Building Division ($471,380) and
the Public Schools of Brookline ($119,726,337). This dollar amount does not exceed the Town Revenue
allocation as of March 25, 2021.
In addition, the School Committee voted to approve a FY22 PSB Budget of $127,695,265 funded by the
Town Meeting Appropriation, Circuit Breaker Reimbursement, Materials/Tuition Fees, and Federal ESSER
II and ESSER III funds.
FY21

Town/School Partnership

Public Schools Public Schools
of Brookline
of Brookline

Public
Building
Division

Total Allocation
as of
April 29, 2021

$118,998,990 $ 119,726,337

$471,380

$ 120,197,717

ESSER III

$ 3,664,807

AMER. RESCUE PLAN

Tuition/Materials Fee
Total Revenue Available
% Increase

$ 3,664,807

TBD

ESSER II
Circuit Breaker

FY22 Revenue Allocation by the
Brookline School Committee

$ 1,491,807

$ 1,491,807

$ 1,971,547

$ 2,292,164

$ 2,292,164

$ 505,000

$ 520,150

$ 520,150

$121,475,537 $ 127,695,265
5.12%

$ 471,380

$ 128,166,645
5.51%

*We are using the ESSER II and III funds as revenue replacement. The Town will determine the best use of
the American Rescue Plan funds.
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The FY22 PSB Budget can be broken down in the following categories:
FY22 Budget for the
Brookline School Committee

FY21

Public Schools Public Schools
of Brookline
of Brookline
Salaries

$105,814,285 $108,855,928

Contracted Services

$ 11,639,625

$ 14,099,012

Supplies

$ 1,751,453

$ 2,303,354

Other Charges

$ 1,053,534

$ 1,247,621

$ 7,350

$ 8,437

$ 1,209,290

$ 1,180,913

121,475,537

127,695,265

Utilities
Equipment

Public
Building
Division

Total

$471,380

471,380

128,166,645

Outlined below are adjustments made to the FY22 program. Additional budget information, including
specific department details, can be found on the Public Schools of Brookline’s OpenGov website
{https://www.brookline.k12.ma.us/budgetcentral}.

Registration and Enrollment
Status

Impact

Due to decreased enrollment:

The difference between PSB enrollment in October
1, 2019 (7,777) and October 1, 2020 (6,891) is 886
students.

● Reduce elementary sections by 12
● Reduce specials sections accordingly
● Schedule remaining sections with a target of
19 students per class
● Provide a teacher reserve for anticipated
Kindergarten growth
● Reduce Math Specialists by 1.0 FTE
● Reduce Math Secretary by 0.3 FTE
● Reduce EL teachers by 1.5 FTE
● Reduce ELA Coaches by 3.8 FTE
● Reduce 3.0 BHS teachers
● No Reduction-In-Force (RIF) of Professional
Status Teachers

Enrollment at the K-8 level is lower than expected
and therefore PSB has fewer students across the
district to serve.
During sectioning, Brookline High School
administration was able to garner 3.0 FTE of cuts for
the FY22 budget. School leaders created these
savings by absorbing retirements, reducing staffing
by combining low enrollment subject area classes,
and eliminating a non-essential position.
The current staffing level for classrooms and
programs will continue to provide for the anticipated
student population as well as coaching to staff.
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Office of Student Services (OSS)
Status

Impact

There is a growing need to increase socialemotional support for students; especially
following the pandemic. The district will:

To support expansion of program and delivery of
services and supports:

● Add 9.0 FTE social workers (8 K-8, 1 BHS )
● Add an Assistant Director of Guidance and
Clinical Services

● Support students, families, and staff around
issues of anxiety, depression, and school refusal
● Provide more wraparound and direct socialemotional support to schools and students
● Link home, school, and community to promote
and support student academic and social
success

Eliminate Inclusion Facilitator (IF) positions.
● Eliminate 4.0 FTE

● Range of responsibilities with IF role can be met
with existing staff.

Office of Teaching and Learning (OTL)
Status
Restore second Senior Director of OTL.
Eliminate Director of Professional Development
position
Restore Coordinator of Physical Education,
Health and Wellness

Impact
● Two Senior Directors will have broader roles
that focus on supporting principals, schools,
teaching and learning, and professional
development.
● FY21 budget suspended Coordinator of Physical
Education, Health and Wellness entering into a
pandemic.
● District restored the position during FY21 as
needs became known.

Implement Universal Summer School

● Academic recovery support for students in
grades 1-8, as well as an expansion of the
Project Discovery (literacy) program for grades
K-2.
● Instructors and materials.
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Status
Suspend Enrichment Challenge and Support
(ECS) Program:
● Maintain 2.0 FTE for Program Design
● Reduce 2.0 FTE ECS Teachers
● Eliminate 0.20 FTE ECS Secretary

Impact
● Pilot a Project Based Learning program that will
determine how to make project based learning
accessible to more students, identify needs of
all buildings, and collect data to determine
program impact.

New Teacher Mentor Program:
● Eliminate New Teacher Mentor position (1.0
FTE)

All New teachers will continue to receive a
mentoring and induction program under the
existing High School and Elementary Mentors. The
New Teacher Mentor position (district wide) does
not fit the current model. The vision for the district
wide position was not fulfilled.

Restore FY21 suspension of student activity,
curriculum, athletics, and intramural stipends.

The full offering of Student Activity/Curriculum
stipends and intramural sports will return in
September.

Office of Administration and Finance (A&F)
Status

Impact

Brookline Fiscal Advisory Council (BFAC)
recommended increased financial oversight in
PSB.
● Add Budget Analyst/Personnel (1.0 FTE)

Efficient operation of the school district requires
reliable, understandable, and consistent
information on finance and personnel.

Maintenance for entire Brookline High School
campus
● Add custodial staff (2.5 FTEs)

Increase in square footage due to new building at
Brookline High School.

Office of Strategy and Performance (OSP)
Status

Impact

Reorganization of existing 2.0 FTE

The enrollment and communications/community
engagement positions will be realigned to provide
additional support in the communications function
that has been historically underserved.
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Expense Budgets
Services
Status

Impact

Increase: $2,459,387 in services costs are for out Nearly $10.2M (or two-thirds of the $14.1M total
of district tuition, special education therapeutic
services line) are mandated costs. These funds are
services, and transportation.
necessary to meet the needs of special education
students as provided for in their Individual
Education Plan (IEP).

Supplies
Status

Impact

Increase: $551,901

Supplies have been cut drastically in each of the last
three years and budgets frozen mid-year, leading to
difficulty in funding curriculum in FY22 and beyond.
● Curriculum and building supplies account for

just over 82% of the total ($2.1M.)
● Cleaning supplies account for another 10%

($260K) of the supply budget. This has
increased as well due to additional cleaning
needs and square footage.
● Special program supplies account for another
7% ($175K). These include special education
supplies such as testing materials, hearing aids
and other adaptive materials.

Other & Utilities
Status
Other Increase: $194,087 professional
development

Impact
● This year the district will take a different

approach to PD funds, bringing them together
into a centralized account under the control of
the Office of Teaching and Learning.
● Each building leader will still have a portion of
the funding allocated for their PD planning
during the year.
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Status
Utilities – Increase: $1,087

Impact
● Gasoline for operations, athletics, and
employee issued vehicles.

Equipment
Status

Impact

Reduce: $28, 377

The district’s technology plan was drafted in
advance of the 2015 override. Due to changes in
technology enabling faster device acquisition,
specifically shifting from Macs to Chromebooks, the
district was able to pivot to remote learning last
year. The equipment budget for next year, totaling
$1.2M, is almost entirely ($1M) ongoing device
leases. The balance is almost entirely projector
replacement, and device purchases for when leases
are not appropriate.
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